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Abstract

An equalizer for Single-Carrier Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting (SC-DTTB)
has been designed to combat echoes. Multipath reception, which introduces echoes, has a
great impact on the received picture quality, so echoes have to be cancelled. The equal
izer for the SC-DTTB system uses no training sequence (blind equalization) and is a
combination of a FIR-structure with a channel estimator. The channel estimator oper
ates as a virtual equalizer at low frequencies with respect to the symbol frequency of the
SC-DTTB system. The FIR-filter which equalizes the channel operates at the symbol
frequency and is updated with new coefficients after the channel estimator has estimated
this coefficients. The updating can be rather slow because the terrestrial channel is slowly
varying. This construction is developed to combat practical implementation problems.
The architectures of the channel estimator are the zero-forcing (ZF)-architecture, the
least-mean-square (LMS)-architecture and the decision-feedback (DF)-architecture. The
signum and non-signum version of these equalizers are analyzed through simulations. The
equalizers are simulated with different channel profiles which are based on the work of the
CaST 207 work group. This results in an equalizer with a tap-Iength of 140 taps for the
post-echoes, 3 taps for the pre-echoes and an adaptation constant ~ = 2- 16

The overall conclusion of the comparison of the non-signum equalizers with tap-Iength
N = 143 and ~ = 2-16 is that, the DFE is the best candidate for the SC-DTTB at high
signal to noise ratio (Eb/No). But to avoid error propagation of the DFE at a low signal
to-noise ratio the ZFE is the best choice for the SC-DTTB system because this system
can operate at a low signal-to-noise ratio, Eb/No ~ 14 dB.

The overall conclusion of the comparison of the signum equalizers with tap-Iength N = 143
and ~ = 2-16 is that, the DFE is the overall best candidate for the SC-DTTB at high
signal to noise ratio (Eb/No). But to avoid error propagation of the DFE at a low signal
to-noise ratio the LMSE is the best choice for the SC-DTTB system because this system
can operate at a low signal-to-noise ratio, Eb/No ~ 14 dB.

Because of practical reasons (low complexity and commonality with existing hardware)
the SC-DTTB system will, at a first approach, operate with a signum version of one of the
equalizers. If this restriction is taken into account the LMSE signum is the most suitable
equalizer for the SC-DTTB system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This report describes the graduation work within the Department of Electrical En
gineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The research is in the field
of communications engineering. The research is carried out at Philips Research in
Eindhoven during the period February 1995 - August 1995.

Digital transmission through a terrestrial channel is important for digital TV ser
vices. Hence, PHILIPS RESEARCH is actively working to develop and analyze a
digital transmission scheme that is appropriate for broadcasting digital TV services
through a terrestrial channel. The system is based on the standard system for satel
lite and cable described in [1] and further developments are required to fully specify
the system components.

The most critical problem to cope with the development of a terrestrial transmission
system is due to the presence of multipath fading, which degrades the performance of
digital transmission schemes, generating inter-symbol interference (ISI). Two kinds
of approaches are known to combat multipath fading: the multi-carrier systems with
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation techniques and the
single-carrier system with equalization. The OFDM system uses a kind of "guard
interval" to improve the robustness against the effects of echoes. In the case of
single-carrier digital modulation the method used to combat multipath is adaptive
equalization.The equalizer can be implemented using a transversal filter with tapped
delay lines (TDL) with adjustable weights. The N-tap TDL equalizer operates on
N samples of the received signal, stored in the delay elements and added to produce
the equalizer output. The algorithm generally employed to adjust the tap-weights is
the "stochastic gradient algorithm", which minimizes the mean-square-error (MSE)
between the output of the equalizer and the incoming data sequence [2].

To obtain good convergence of an adaptive equalizer an initial training period can
be used. Once the equalized channel has become good enough for quasi error-free
(QEF) (Bit Error Rate (BER) ~ 10-11 ) reception of the transmitted digital video
signal, the gradient is calculated by replacing the transmitted data sequence with
the estimated data. However in case of the single-carrier digital terrestrial television
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broadcasting (SC-DTTB) system, which has to have commonality with the satellite
and cable system no training sequence will be used (blind equalization). Hence, this
report discusses the features of blind or self-recovering equalizers. Two different
families of blind-equalizers are investigated namely linear equalizer (LE) and the
decision feedback equalizer (DFE). For these equalizer-structures an initial data
aided training period can be avoided.

Chapter 2 describes the modelling and the characterization of the terrestrial chan
nel. The equalizer-structure is based on the transfer function of the terrestrial
medium. The propagation properties of a terrestrial medium can be modelled
for different environments [3]. The modelling of the terrestrial channel will be
used to develop the architecture of the SC-DTTB equalizer. The modelling of
the terrestrial channel is based on results of the CaST 207 [3] working group for
digital land mobile radio communication, without the Doppler effect because
fixed reception is concerned. The channel is a tapped delay line (TDL) with
adjustable coefficients. These coefficients are a function of a RICEAN distrib
uted variable and an uniformly distributed phase in the range of [0, 21f]. The
channel is a simulation of a Ricean channel because there is a LOS-component
and a finite number of scattered components (echoes).

Chapter 3 discusses the equalizer structure for the SC-DTTB equalizer. This
structure is based on a non-adaptive fini te impulse response (FIR)-filter with a
channel estimator that can be interpreted as a virtual equalizer. The channel
estimator can be based on two kinds of equalizer structures; the linear equal
izer structure and the decision feedback structure. The linear equalizers are
operating on the zero-forcing principle or a TDL combined with a least-mean
square (LMS) update algorithm, the update algorithm for the DFE is also the
LMS-algorithm. The channel estimator operates with a relatively slow dock
with respect to the sample dock of the non-adaptive FIR-filter. This structure
has been chosen because of the practical availability of the components.

Chapter 4 discusses simulations of the equalizer structures discussed in chapter 3.
From these simulations the most suitable equalizer for the SC-DTTB is chosen
based on convergence time (CT), complexity and implementation loss (final
mis-adjustment) .

Chapter 5 draws the condusions with respect to the chosen SC-DTTB equalizer.

Chapter 6 discusses what needs more investigation with respect to the equalization
of the SC-DTTB system.
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Chapter 2

The terrestrial channel
characteristics.

In this chapter the "mathematical description of the multipath radio channel" will
be discussed. The model that will be described is a suitable stochastic model for
radio links. The assumption is made that the multipath is stationary during the
time which is required for symbol error rate (SER) estimation.

2.1 Terrestrial channel modelling.

Radio propagation is described by highly dispersive multipath caused by refiection
and scattering. The paths between transmitter and receiver may be seen to consist
of large refiectors and/or scatterers at some distance from the receiver, giving rise
to a number of waves that arrive in the vicinity of the receiver with random amp
litudes and delays. Hence, the multipath propagation generates frequency selective
channel transfer characteristics and produces ISI in the digital signal. Modelling
the channel is necessary for the simulations of the system. The simulation results
describe the performances of the equalizer. The simulations can make use of a par
ticular realization of the channel (typical channel) or a statistical approach. With
the statistical approach a large number of different channels will give the system
performance for different propagation environments (e.g. rural,urban, hilly urban,
hilly). To simulate the channel statistically it is necessary to know the probability
density functions of the random parameters (amplitude and delay) of the various
echoes, which characterize the propagation environment [4]. The simulation model
that will be implemented in the signal processing work system (SPW) is based on
input-output transfer function [5]:

y(t)
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(2.2)

with Ti, ei and Pi are respectively the delay, the phase shift and the amplitude
attenuation of the i th signal path of the multi path pattern and r(t) is the complex
envelope of y(t). Paper [5] discusses the environmental conditions for mobile radio
channels. Hence, the mobile concept introduces a parameter for the Doppler effect
but this report describes fixed reception, so the Doppler parameter is omitted in
(2.2). The channel model implementation in SPW is a linear FIR filter shown by
figure 2.1,

x(t)

o 0 0 0 0 0

o o o

vet)

Figure 2.1: FIR implementation of the channel model.

where the random variable parameters Ti, ei and Pi can be obtained through meas
urements or determined by a theoretical analysis of the channel.

Fixed reception with a roof antenna with a line of sight (L OS) is the transmitter
receiver scheme that is appropriate for the SC-DTTB system.

In this case the received signal is characterized by a strong main signal component
(due to the line of sight) and a number of scattered components (echoes due to
multipath) with some delay toward the main component. Such a channel can be
modeled as a Ricean fading channel [6]. Some background theory of the Ricean
distribution is given in appendix A.

Definition 1 The Ricean Fading channel is a channel for which the signal compon
ent is multiplied with a Ricean distributed variable Pi(t) with second moment
E[p;(t)] = 1, and phase shifted byei(t). Further zero-mean white Gaussian
noise is added with varianee ()~ = N o/2

If the difference in distance between the LOS component and the scattered multipath
components is large with respect to the wavelength of the carrier then the phase
of the scattered component ei is uniformly distributed over [0, 27f]. Because every
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moment a sample is taken and split up in the' LOS component and the scattered
component, the argument ei can have any value between [0,21T] with equal probab
ility (uniform distributed), assuming there is some variation in the echo path length
due to e.g. tropospheric instabilities.

The random variabIe Pi will be modeled as a Ricean variabIe because of fixed recep
tion with LOS. This is modeled according to the K factor, which is the ratio between
the power of the LOS component (So) and the power of the scattered components
(SR)' If there is no LOS, K becomes zero and the channel turns into a Rayleigh
fading channel [8]. The phase shifts ei will be modeled as an uniformly distributed
variabIe in the range [0, 21T]. The environmental situations are rural, urban, hilly
urban and hilly defined through their delay spectra given by Table 2.1, [3].

AREA Q(7) N

rural
exp( -9.27) 0<7 < 0.7

3
0 7 2': 0.7

urban
exp( -7) 0<7<7

4
0 72':7

{ exp(-7) 0<7<5
hilly urban ~.5exP(5 - 7) 5 < 7 < 10 6

7 2': 10

{ exp(-3.57) 0<7<2
hilly ~.lexP(15 - 7) 15 < 7 < 20 3

otherwise

Table 2.1: Delay power spectra and minimum number N of taps defined by COST
207 to model the multipath channel, 7 is expressed in /-LS.

Figure 2.2 shows these power delay spectra for the different type of environments
(profiles).

To derive from the power spectra the corresponding probability density functions of
the delays, assume that the delay power spectrum Q(0,7) is the ratio of the total
power received with delay 7. The transmitted signal is a delta pulse in the time
domain, so the power spectral density function of the transmitted signal is flat. The
probability that an echo has a delay which is between 7 and 7 + d7 is the ratio
between the power received in [7,7 + d7] and the total power transmitted. The
integral of the power density function is the total power and will be dispersed in
time because every echo uses a part of the power. Hence, the probability of an echo
7i which appears in [7,7 + d7] is

J:+dT Q(O, 7)d7
P(7 < 7i < 7 + d7) = J~oo Q(O, 7)d7 . (2.3)

The channel with parameters Pi, ei and 7i will be simulated by SPW in the configur
ation as depicted in Figure 2.1 with the delays optimized for a certain environment
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PROFILE 1 PROFILE 2

·2.

-J.+-~--.--.--...,....-,---...,....-"T----
e I 2 3 .ca 5 6 7 IJS

T_

PROFILE 3
PROFILE 4

. J.+-+---.----,-----r--,---...,....~'_r_~__',._____:_:_
o 2 ft 6 8 11 12 1.11 16 18 211 IJS

T_

-2•

- J0 i I ;2 3 .. S 6 1 8 9 I IJ IJ S
T_

Figure 2.2: The power delay spectra conform the CaST 207 report.

or the other way around if the delays have a value it can be seen if this channel
model is useful and exists with a certain probability.
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Chapter 3

The equalizer architectures.

3.1 The equalizer system environment.

Before the equalizer architectures will be discussed first a brief description is given of
the system environment in which the equalizer has to perform. The complete system
is discussed in [7] and in this section only the relevant aspects for the equalizer will
be discussed. In practice this implies the channel characteristics, the modulation
method and the simulation environment, which will be applied at baseband. The
mathematical reason why the simulation can be performed at baseband instead of
at radio frequency (RF) will be discussed in Subsection 3.1.1

3.1.1 Simulation at baseband instead of RF.

When modelling radio systems it is advantageous to model them at baseband rather
than at radio frequencies because this improves the efficiency of the simulations. If
the modulated signal s(t) occupies a relatively narrow bandwidth B compared with
the carrier frequency Je it can be represented by:

s(t) = a(t) cos[21l"Jet + O(t)] = RE{a(t)e j [271"fct+o(t)]} (3.1)

where a(t) is the amplitude of the modulated signal and O(t) is the phase of the
modulated signa!. In computer simulations it is not practical to model Equation
(3.1). Hence, (3.1) has to be translated from bandpass to an equivalent baseband
signal without loss of accuracy. Rewriting (3.1) yields

s(t) a(t) cos O(t) cos(21l"Jet) - a(t) sin O(t) sin(21l"Jet)
T[(t) cos(21l"Jet) - TQ(t) sin(21l"Jet) (3.2)

with T[(t) and TQ(t) the quadrature components of s(t). These signals modulate
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the quadrature carriers (quadrature modulation). From (3.2) can be obtained the
definition of the signals r[(t) and rQ (t) these are:

- a(t) cos B(t)
a (t) sin B(t).

(3.3)

(3.4)

This is a Cartesian or rectangular representation which can be represented in apolar
representation

r(t) = a(t)ej(}(t) (3.5)

with r(t) = r[(t) + jro(t) is the complex baseband envelope or complex low pass
equivalent of s(t). Combining (3.1) and (3.5) yields

s(t) = RE{r(t)ej2
71"fct }. (3.6)

Hence, the knowledge of the carrier frequency Ic and the complex baseband envel
ope r(t) uniquely describes the modulated signal s(t). All the useful information is
conveyed by r(t).The signals s(t) and r(t) are routed through respectively a band
pass channel and a baseband channel as depicted in Figure 3.l.The channels are
equivalent because the simulation results on baseband are the same as the results
obtained from RF-simulations. In the sequel this will be shown.

R(t)

S(t)

......

...

Baseband
~(t) ~(t)

Bandpass
~(t) fi,(t)

y(t)
.......

vet) ....
...

Figure 3.1: Equivalent baseband and passband channels.

The multiplication of r(t) by ej2
71" let is in the frequency domain a shift of the baseband

spectrum RU) = F{r(t)} to ±/o with F{ .. } the Fourier transformation, and it is
conjugate complex symmetrical because s(t) is real [9]. This yields
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S(J) = ~ {R(J - Je) + R*[-(J + Je)]} (3.7)

Assuming that the bandpass system has an impulse response of hp(t) with Fourier
transform Hp(J) then it is in a similar way possible to rewrite Hp(J) as a shif
ted version of the equivalent baseband system impulse response hb(t) with Fourier
transform Hb(J). Defining

and

This yields

{
0 J?O

H;[-(J + Je)] = H;( - 1) J < O.

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

where hp(t) is real, so Hp(J) is conjugate complex symmetrie which implies Hp(J) =
H;( - 1) [9]. The inverse Fourier transform of (3.10)

hb ( t)ej27r fe t + h; (t)e -j27r fe t

2RE{hb( t )e j27r!ct} (3.11)

represents the relationship of the baseband and passband impulse responses. Equa
tion (3.11) indicates that the complex baseband equivalent impulse response hb(t)
forms the time domain envelope of hp(t). The received bandpass signal v(t) with
Fourier transform V(J) is the convolution of the input signal s(t) with the impulse
response hp(t) in the time domain or V(J) is the multiplication of S(J) with Hp(J)
in the frequency domain. Since S(J) and Hp(J) are the shifted versions of respect
ively the baseband signals R(J) and Hb(J), V(J) can be expressed in these baseband
components

Rewriting of (3.12) yields

9



V(f) ~ {Hb(f - Je) . R(f - Je) + H;[-(f + Je)] . R*[-(f + Je)]}

1
"2 {Y(f - Je) + Y*[-(f + Je)]} (3.13)

With Y(f) = Hb(f) . R(f) is the response of the baseband system. But for a real
response y(t) it is valid that Y(f) = Y*( - /), this yields

V(f)
1
"2 {Y(f - Je) + Y*[-(f + Je)]}

1
"2 {Y(f - Je) + Y(f + Je)}' (3.14)

Hence, the bandpass system response V(f) is expressed by the shifted version of the
baseband response (Y(f - Je) and Y(f + Je))' The baseband system response y(t)
on r(t), with the decomposition of hb(t) and r(t) in their quadrature components
yields

y(t) [r[(t) + jro(t)] * [hb[(t) + jhbo(t)]
[r[(t) * hb[(t) - ro(t) * hbo(t)] + j [r[(t) * hbo(t) + ro(t) * hb[(t)]
y[(t) + jyo(t) , (3.15)

where the quadrature components of the equivalent baseband system response are

r[(t) * hb[(t) - ro(t) * hbo(t)
r[(t) * hbo(t) + ro(t) * hb[(t), (3.16)

this is depicted in Figure 3.2. Due to these relationships it is possible to study
bandpass systems at baseband for simulation and analytical methods.

Hence, the bandpass system can be simulated if the equations represented by Table
3.1 are used for the system description.

The simulations will be desribed in Chapter 4.

3.1.2 System model with equalizer.

With the results of section 3.1.1, the equivalent baseband model of the considered
transmission system is depicted in Figure 3.3.
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~(t)

~(t)

~(t)

~(t)

~(t)

~(t)

+

+

Figure 3.2: The quadrature components of the equivalent baseband system.

Type Equations
{ s(i) = RE{r(t)e,2,f<t}

Inputs r(t) = rI(t) + jrdt)
S(J) = ~ {R(J - Je) + R*[-(J + Je)]}
v(t) = s(t) * hp(t)
V(J) = S(J)Hp(J)
y(t) = r(t) * hb(t)

System description Y(J) = R(J)Hb(J)
hp(t) = 2RE{hb(t)ej27rfct}
Hp(J) = Hb(J - Je) + Hb[-(J + Je)]
hb(t) = hbI(t) + jhbQ(t)

{ v(t) = RE{y(t)e'''h'}

Outputs
v(t) = VI(t) + jVQ(t)
y(t) = YI(t) + jydt)
V(J) = ~ {Y(J - Je) + Y*[-(J + Je)]}

Table 3.1: Summary of baseband and bandpass system equations.

Using the complex baseband representation given by (3.15), Figure 3.3 can be re
drawn in terms of quadrature-amplitude modulation (QAM)-signals reperesented by
Figure 3.4.

From Figure 3.4 it is seen that the impulse response heI(t) of the real in-phase paths

I ó4-QAM I r(t) -I Mul1îpath I yet) -I Equalizer I î"(t) -
Souree channel

Figure 3.3: System model with equalizer.
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,tCt)
, :: + .
:---_. -----------------------------------_.: ~ -------------------------------------_.:

Figure 3.4: Complex baseband channel and equalizer schematic.

cancels the autocorrelation of the signals YI(t) and YQ(t), while the crosscorrela
tion between YI(t) and YQ(t) will be cancelled with the impulse response heo(t).
The crosscorrelation is due to channel asymmetry, doek-recovery imperfections and
carrier-recovery imperfections.

The use of QAM against pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) yields a higher spectral
efficiency (7) but the price which has to be paid, regarding the equalizer, is a quadruple
equalization complexity.

The discrete form of the complex baseband channel and equalization is depicted in
Figure 3.5. Where r[n] = aln] + jb[n] is the discrete form of r(t), f[n] = aln] + jb[n]
is the discrete form f(t) and y[n] = x[n] + jv[n] is the discrete form of y(t). The
transfer-functions of the discrete form are in the fundamental interval the same as
the transfer-functions in the time continue case if there is no aliasing.

b(n)
r='--'---+\ + :

......._--- -- _. _.- - : ~ '-..- -..-..---' - - :

Figure 3.5: The discrete scheme of the complex baseband channel and equalizer.

From Figure 3.5 it is seen that the sub-equalizer with input x[n] and output aln]
performs the equalization of the in-phase path of the I-part. For optimal perform
ance, the equalizer transfer-function H e ( ej (}) has to be equal to the inverse function
of the channel Hb(e j (}) because then r[n] = f[n]. Hence,

1 HbI(e j (}) - jHbQ(ej (})

IHb(e j (})!2
(3.17)

and expressed in the quadrature components of He(e j (})

12



(3.18)

The FIR-structure that will be used as equalizer cannot match exactly (3.18) because
the poles of HeI(e j(}) and HeQ(e j(}) have to be estimated with N finite data samples.
The in-phase component HeI(e j(}) and quadrature component Hedej(}) are of the
same structure but will in general have different coefficients because the multipath
channel transfer function is a complex function. Hence, the inverse channel transfer
function, estimated by the equalizer, will also be a complex function with different
quadrature components. The difference of the quadrature components will be shown
by an example of a channel that is modeled according to the RummIer model.

Example: Rummier channel The RummIer model is a model of a multipath
signal. It provides a direct signal path and a single, multipath ray that is time
delayed, phase shifted and attenuated. This model is represented by

(3.19)

The frequency response of the RummIer channel Hb(f) is achieved by Fourier
transformation of (3.19)

(3.20)

and is shown in Figure 3.6 with (3 = 0.5, fa = 125 kHz and T = 1J.ls.

Formula (3.20) can be rewritten in quadrature components

(3.21)

with

(3.22)

and

(3.23)

The equalizer operates with discrete signals but in the fundamental interval
the frequency response He(ej(}) = He(f) if there is no aliasing. Hence, (3.22)
and (3.23) can be combined with (3.18) this yields,

13
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Figure 3.6: Rummier impulse response channel spectrum.

(3.24)

(3.25)

Hence, the inverse channel transfer function, estimated by the equalizer is a
complex function with a different in-phase component and quadrature com
ponent.

3.2 Equalizing a channel.

Two different approaches from the literature are known to equalize a channel. The
first approach is based on channel estimation. This means the channel parameters
are estimated and fed to an optimum receiver [6]. The second approach uses a equal
izer system which has the structure of a transversal filter with a tapped delay line
(TDL) with adjustable weights {wil. These adjustable weights (filter coefficients)
of the equalizer determines the transfer function of the TDL. Hence, the adaptation
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of the equalizer to the channel is being accomplished by changing the weights {Wi}'
Two equalizers which are frequently used in QAM-systems are the linear and de
cision feedback equalizer. Because of the commonality with the cable system, which
uses one of these types, only these two types will be investigated for the equalization
of the terrestrial channel. In Section 3.3 the linear equalizer and in Section 3.4 the
decision feedback equalizer will be considered.

In the SC-DTTB system a combination of a channel estimator (virtual equalizer) and
a FIR-filter with N-coefficients will be used. The block diagram of the combination
of the channel estimator and the FIR-filter is depicted in Figure 3.7. In this report
the virtual equalizer will be analyzed through simulations. The simulation results
determine which equalizer will be used in the SC-DTTB system.

Souree
'r(t)

chonnel estimote

Figure 3.7: The block diagram of the combination of the channel estimator and the
FIR-filter.

The construction depicted in Figure 3.7 is based on the knowledge that the multipath
channel is slowly varying. This means that the channel estimation can be rather slow
with respect to the equalization performed by the FIR-filter. The channel estimator
will compute the channel characteristics, represented by its coefficients {Ci } with a
relative slow clock. The computed coefficients {Ci } will be latched into the FIR-filter
and replace the FIR filter-coefficients {Wi}' The replacement can be performed with
a relative large time between two replacements because the channel is slow varying.
The advantage of the construction depicted in Figure 3.7 is that the FIR-filter has
to perform N-multiplications and N-summations instead of 2N-multiplications and
2N-summations if the coefficients were calculated in the FIR section. The channel
estimator and the FIR-filter will be discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3 Linear equalizers.

The linear equalizers discussed in this report are so called "adaptive equalizers"
because the channel, which has to be equalized, is time variant and is not exactly
known. The basic channel response is known from channel measurements but this
knowledge is not sufficiently accurate to design an a priori equalizer with optimal
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performances. The equalizer used in the receiver has to be self optimizing, i.e.
adaptive. The parameters of the equalizer are automatically adjusted to an optimum
value with the possibility to track slowly channel variations.

Adaptive equalization uses a closed loop structure, this means the difference between
the output of the adaptive filter and the desired data is fed back into an adaptation
algorithm to modify the weights {Wi} of the adaptive filter. The best results will
be obtained if the representation of the transmitted data at the receiver side is
so accurate as possible. But at the receiver side, the transmitted data has to be
estimated because this data is not available at the receiver side. To achieve the
best performance of estimation, a training sequence can be used. This means the
receiver gets at well-known moments a well-defined data sequence and adjust the
weights of the adaptive-filter for a minimal error-rate. For transmitting digital video
no use is made of training sequences either in cable or satellite broadcasting, and to
keep commonality the terrestrial system will also avoid training sequences. Adaptive
equalization without a training sequence is called "blind equalization", this type of
equalization will be the subject of this report.

3.3.1 The least-mean-square equalizer (LMSE).

The most widely used algorithm in equalization is the LMS-algorithm which was
developed by Widrow and Hoff in 1960. This algorithm is also called stochastic
gradient method. The LMS-algorithm is simple and easy to implement, so it is an
attractive solution for many practical problems. The LMS-algorithm is based on a
gradient search technique for minimizing a quadratic performance function [2]. The
LMS algorithm minimizes the mean-square-error (MSE)

J[n] = E {é2 [n]} = E {(a[n] - y[n])2} = E {(a[n] - xh[n]C[n]?}. (3.26)

with xh[n] = (x" [n+ LI], x"[n+ LI -1], .. " x" in], ... ,x"[n - L2+1], x" [n - L2]) is the
filter input data sequence, C[n] = (C- L1 [n], C- L1 +Ifn], ... ,Co[n], ... ,CL2 -Ifn], CL2 [n])t
is the coefficient vector and with (.)h denotes Hermitian transposition, the operation
of transposition combined with complex conjugation. But as discussed in Paragraph
3.1.2 the sub equalizer operates at real signaIs, so (·t = (.)t. The function J[n] is
aquadratic function of the adaptive filter coefficients with an absolute minimum
Jmin . To calculate this minimum the gradient of J[n] with respect to C[n] will be
considered. The adaptive implementation tries to find Copt[n] to solve the gradient
equation

vin] (
bJ[n] ... bJ[n])t _ E {bé2[n]}

bC- L1 [n]' , bCL2 [n] - bC[n]
E {-K[n]2E[n]} = -2E {K[n]E[n]} ----+ 0
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iteratively using a gradient-descent algorithm. The coefficient updating

C[n + 1] = C[n] - ~/V[n] = C[n] + 2~'E {x.[n]€[n]}

is called "the steepest descent" algorithm. With ~ = 2~' (3.28) becomes

C[n + 1] = C[n] + ~E {x.[n]€[n]}.

Rewriting the update part

(3.28)

(3.29)

E {x.[n]€[n]} = E {x.[n] (a[n] - xt[n]C[n])} = E {a[n]x.[n]} - Rx[n]C[n] (3.30)

with Rx[n] the autocorrelation matrix of the input signal. The input signal x.[n] and
the coefficient vector C[n] may be separated under E{-} because the adaptation
constant ~ is assumed to be small. Hence, the variation in C[n] is much slower
in comparison to the variation in the signal x.[n]. The steepest descent update is
not computable because the updating requires a-priori knowledge of the correlations
E {a [n]x.[n]} and Rx[n] [2].

In the LMS-algorithm the gradient is replaced by an "instantaneous" gradient by
ignoring the expectation

v[n] = -2E {x.[n]€[n]} ~ V LMS[n] = -2x.[n]€[n]

Hence, the LMS update algorithm becomes

C[n + 1] = C[n] + ~€[n]x.[n]

(3.31)

(3.32)

with the error-signal €[n] = aln] - y[n], ~ is the adaptation constant and with x.[n]
the input vector. From Section 3.1.2 it is known that the equalizer for QAM has a
complex structure with quadruple equalization complexity. The four sub-equalizers
have the same structure in this quadruple equalizer but not the same coefficients as
showed by the RummIer example. For an adaptive LMS equalizer (LMSE) one of
the four sub-equalizers is depicted in Figure 3.8, [10]. The LMSE tries to find the
inverse channel transfer function

To reduce the complexity of the implementation of the equalizer, the equalizer uses
the signum

sign(a) = { ~
-1
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Figure 3.8: Adaptive LMS equalizer.

of the error signal tin] for the computation of the update value of the equalizer
coefficients (6.t[n]x[nJ). The adaptation constant 6. = 2-"'" will be a power of two
to reduce the complexity. Hence, the update value 6.t[n]x[n] is replaced by:

2-"'" . sign {t[n]} .x[n].

Therefore the LMS update algorithm (3.32) becomes:

C[n + 1] = C[n] + 2-"'" . sign {tfn]} .x[n].

(3.34)

(3.35)

The choice for the signum of the error signal tfn] will increase the convergence time if
the variance of the initial error-signal is large and if a same final accuracy is required
with respect to LMS without the signum of the error signal tin] [11].

3.3.2 The zero-forcing equalizer (ZFE).

The zero-forcing equalizer has the structure of a transversal filter with a tapped
delay line (TDL) with adjustable weights {Wi}' The TDL structure is relatively
simple to implement and to analyze because it is a linear device.

The peak distortion is the worst case of ISI at the equalizer output. The ZFE
minimizes this performance index. This minimization is called the peak distortion
criterion and will be discussed in the sequel.

The channel plus the equalizer are represented by one block with transfer function
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00

q[n] = hb[n] * he[n] = L hb[j]· C[n - jJ,
j=-oo

(3.36)

input signal r[n] and output signal f[n]. Note that the equalizer impulse response
is represented by its tap values. Hence,

00

f[n] = L r[j]· q[n - j] = r[n]q[O] + L r[j] . q[n - j].
j=-oo j::j:n

(3.37)

The first term in (3.37) represents a scaled version of the desired symbol (normalize
qo = 1) and the second term in (3.37) represents the IS!. The peak distortion

D=
00

L
n=-(X)
n#O

Iq[n]1 =
00

L
n=-(X)
n#O

00

L hb[j]· C[n - j] ,
j=-oo

(3.38)

is the peak value of the IS!. The zero-forcing equalizer tries to "force" the ISI to
zero and so minimizing the peak distortion.

With an equalizer having an infinite number of taps it is possible to select the tap
weights so that the ISI is zero (D = 0), i.e. q[n] = 0 for all n except n = O. The
values of the tap-weights are then determined from the condition

00 {I n=O
q[n] = j~OO hb[j] . C[n - j] = 0 n # O.

Applying z-transformation on (3.39) yields

1
Q(z) = Hb(z)C(z) = 1 ---+ C(z) = Hb(z)

(3.39)

(3.40)

where C(z) denotes the z transform of {Cj} and Hb(z) denotes the z transform of
the channel transfer function hb [n]. Hence, the transfer function of the equalizer
represented by {Cj} is the inverse function of the channel transfer function hb[n]. In
other words complete elimination of the ISI requires the use of an inverse filter to
Hb(z), such a filter is called a zero forcing filter.

To an equalizer with finite taps (N) and a channel which introduces (L) echoes
represented by L taps. The convolution of q[n] given by (3.36) has length of N +L-l.
Hence, the peak distortion becomes

N+L-l N+L-l 00

D = L Iq[n]1 = L L hb[j]· C[n - j]
n=l n=l j=-oo
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The equalizer has N taps but there are N + L non zero values in the response q[n].
Therefore it is generally impossible to eliminate completely the ISI, there is always
some residual interference when the optimum coefficients are used. Hence, the
problem is to minimize D with respect to the coefficients Cj' This can be performed
by the method of steepest descent, so the update algorithm for one sub-equalizer
can be written as

C[n + 1] = C[n] + ~E[n]~[n] = C[n] + óc[n] (3.42)

with ~[n] = (a[n+L1J, a[n+L I -1J,"', a[n],···, a[n-L2+1J, a[n-L2J)i is the estim
ated data sequence and óc[n] = (ÓC- L 1 [nJ, ÓC- L 1 +1 [nJ, ... ,óco [nJ, .. " ÓCL2 - 1 [nJ, ÓCL2 [n])t
is the coefficient update vector. This is depicted in Figure 3.9 for one of the four
sub-equalizers of an adaptive ZFE, [10].

,..........---""-----_ .

Figure 3.9: Adaptive ZF equalizer.

The total structure will be
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C-L1[n + 1] C-L1 [n] + ~é[n - LI]a[n]
C-L1+dn + 1] C-L1+dn] + ~é[n - LI]a[n - 1]

+
C-dn + 1] C-dn] + ~é[n - LI]a[n - LI + 1]

(3.43)
Co[n + 1] Co[n] + ~é[n]a[n]

+
CL2 -dn + 1] CL2- I [n] + ~é[n]a[n - Lz+ 1]
CL2 [n + 1] CL2 [n] + ~é[n]a[n - Lz]

where the equations above the horizontal line represents the non-causa! part and
the equations under the horizontalline the causal part. The error signal is

é[n]

(3.44)

with slice means the input signal at the slice block will be mapped to the nearest
output signal constellation point. The decisions (a[n+LI], a[n+LI -1],···, a[n+l])
are non-causal, so they are not known for computation at time aln]. The implement
ations requires a trick to cope with the non-causal problem. From Figure 3.9 it can
be seen that the causal coefficients Co[n] ... CL2 [n] are not updated at the same time
as the non-causal equalizer coefficients C-L1 [n] ... C-dn] due to the delay element
Z-Ll. The assumption is made that ~é[n] .Z-Ll = ~é[n - L I ], in general this is not
true because é[n] is stochastic. But with a small ~ and a small L I this assumption
is valid.

To reduce the complexity of the implementation of the equalizer and the possibility
to reuse existing hardware, the ZF-equalizer uses the signum of both the error signal
é[n] and the estimated data ä[n] for the computation of the update value of the
equalizer coefficients (be[n]). The adaptation constant ~ = 2-'"( will be a power of
two to reduce the complexity. Hence, the update value be[n] is replaced by:

2-'"( . sign {é[n]} . sign {ä[n]} .

Therefore the update algorithm (3.42) can be written as

C[n + 1] = C[n] + be[n] = C[n] + 2-'"( . sign {é[n]} . sign {ä[n]}

(3.45)

(3.46)

The choice for the signum of the error signal é[n] and the estimated data ä[n] will
increase the convergence time if the variance of the initial error-signal is large and
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if a same final accuracy is required with respect to the version without the signum
of the error signal E[n] and the estimated data f![n], [12].

3.4 The decision feedback equalizer (DFE).

Another equalizer is the decision feedback equalizer (DFE). The DFE is build up in
two parts, the first part, forward filter, eliminates the ISI caused by the non-causal
part (pre-echoes) while the second part, backward filter, eliminates the ISI caused
by the causal part (post-echoes). The filter output is the sum of the output of the
forward filter and the backward filter. The input of the backward filter is a sliced
version of the sum of the output of the forward filter and the backward filter. Hence,
due to the non linearity of the slicer , which output is reused, the DFE is a non
linear device. The slicer eliminates the noise of the causal part, so the DFE does
not amplify the noise of the causal part. The block diagram of a DFE is depicted
in Figure 3.10, [10].

Xn Forward Yn S
(in

Filter +

Backward
'--- -Filter

Figure 3.10: The block diagram of a DFE.

The disadvantage of this feedback method is that there can be a catastrophic error
propagation if too many decisions are erroneous. Hence, the DFE can be unstable.

The DFE is a combination of two FIR-structured filters with L 1 coefficients for the
forward filter and L 2 coefficients for the backward filter. The error signal E[n] is the
subtraction of the slicer output aln] and the slicer input y[n]. These leads to the
DFE structure as depicted in Figure 3.11, [10].

The update algorithm is the same as the one used with the LMSE depicted in Figure
3.8 and can be written as

C[n + 1] = C[n] + ~E[n]Z[n] (3.47)

with Z[n] = (x[n +Ld, x[n +L1 -1],· . " x[n], aln -1], .. " aln - L2 + 1], aln - L2 ])f.
Hence, the total structure will be
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Yn

Figure 3.11: Adaptive DF equalizer.

C-L1[n + 1]
C-L1+I[n + 1]

Co[n + 1]
Cdn + 1]

CL2 -dn + 1]
CL2 [n + 1]

C-L1 [n]
C-L1+I[n]

Co[n]

+ ~f[n]X[n + L I ]
+ ~f[n]X[n + L I - 1]

+
+ ~f[n]X[n]

+ ~f[n]á[n - 1]

+
+ ~f[n]á[n - Lz + 1]
+ ~f[n]á[n - Lz]

(3.48)

where the equations above the horizontalline represents the forward filter part and
the equations under the horizontal line the backward filter part. The error signal is

f[n] á[n] - y[n]

{

0 L2 }
slice i=~l Ci[n]x[n - i] + ti Cdn]á[n - i]

[

0 L2 ]
- i=~l Ci[n]x[n - i] + ti Cdn]á[n - i]

slice {zt[n]C[n]} - zt[n]C[n] (3.49)

To reduce the complexity of the implementation of the equalizer, the equalizer uses
the signum of the error signal f[n] for the computation of the update value of the
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equalizer coefficients (~E[n]Z[n]). The adaptation constant ~ = 2-')' will be a power
of two to reduce the complexity. Hence, the update value ~E[n]Z[n] is replaced by:

2-')' . sign {c[n]} . Z[n].

Therefore the update algorithm (3.47) can be written as

C[n + 1] = C[n] + 2-')' . sign {E[n]} .Z[n].

(3.50)

(3.51 )

The choice for the signum of the error signal c[n] will increase the convergence time if
the variance of the initial error-signal is large and if a same final accuracy is required
with respect to the DFE without the signum of the error signal E[n] [11].

3.5 The channel estimator and the FIR-filter.

The construction depicted in Figure 3.7 has to combat echo profiles as described in
Table 2.1. This means the FIR-filter has to eliminate echoes up to T = 20 {is (hilly
environment). With a symbol rate fs = 7 Msymbolsjs and assuming 3 taps are
required for cancellation of pre-echoes the amount of taps N of the FIR-filter will
be

N = fs . T + 3 = 143. (3.52)

For adequate sampling of the input signal the dock frequency of the FIR-filter will
be equal to 3f8 = 21 MHz. The practical availability of a FIR-filter with an update
algorithm, 143 coefficients and operating on 3fs is aproblem. There are FIR-filters
(without an update algorithm) with at least 20 taps and operating on a sufficient
high frequency, so a concatenation of such filters will be a solution of the practical
availability of the FIR-filter.

A FIR-filter with update algorithm and sufficient taps operating on a very low
update frequency fu = 10 kHz can be used as a channel estimator and is practical
available. The coefficient update time of the FIR-filter will be at least

N 3
Tu = fu = 14.3·10- s. (3.53)

This is allowable because the channel is slow varying.

A theoretical proof has to be given that the coefficients {Cd obtained by the channel
estimator, via an LMS algorithm, are the same as the optimal coefficients for the
non-adaptive FIR-filter {Wopt,i}' The transfer function of the non-adaptive FIR-filter
represents the inverse channel transfer function if W = Y!..opt. In the sequel this proof
will be given.
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The FIR-filter has only a finite number of data (N = L1 + L 2 + 1) at its disposal.
For this case only the current and the past (N - 1) observations are taken into
count.

Hence, (see Figure 3.7)

L2

f[n] = L wix[n - i] = w t
• x[n] = xt[n] . w.

i=-Ll

(3.54)

The coefficients {Wi} are assumed to be constant because the FIR-filter is only
updated at times kTu (with k = 1,2,3, ... and Tu » T s ) by the channel estimator.

The mean-square-error

E {(r[n] - f[n]?}

E { (r[nJ - i~~' wix[n _ ij) '}
E { (r[n] - wtx[n])2}

E {(r[n] - wtx[nJ) . (r[n] - xt[n]w)}

E {r2[n]} - w t E {x[n]r[n]} -

E {xt[n]r[nJ} w + wtE {x[n]xt[nJ} w

a; - wtRrx[n] - R~x[n]w + wtRx[n]w (3.55)

with a; the variance of the signal r[n], Rrx[n] the cross-correlation vector of the
signals r[n] and x[n] and Rx[n] the auto-correlation of the signal x[n]. If the sig
nals r[n] and x[n] are jointly stationary, this means the joint probability density
function (pdf) P(rtl' rt2' ... ,rtJ = P(rtl +T' rt2+71 ... ,rtn+T) and P(Xtl' Xt2' ... ,XtJ =
P(Xtl +71 Xt2+71 ... ,Xtn+T)' the mean-square-error function J[n] can be rewritten as

(3.56)

which is a second order function of coefficient vector w, [2]. Hence, J[n] has an
unique minimum

Jmin = J[n] Iw=w .- ----opt

The derivation of J[n] with respect to w
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v[n] (
bJ[n] ,"', bJ[n])t =E{bE

2
[n]}

bW-Ll bWL2 bw
-2Rrx [n] + 2Rx[n]w (3.58)

has to be equal to the null vector for the optimal coefficient vector ~pt. Hence,

(3.59)

so the computation of ~pt requires the knowledge of the auto-correlation matrix
Rx[n] and the cross-correlation vector Rrx[n]. The minimum squared error Jmin
becomes

Jmin = J[n] Iw=w- ....;..;....opt (7; - ~PtRrx[n] - R~x[n]wopt + w~PtRx[n]~Pt

(7; - w~PtRrx[n] - R~x[n]woPt + w~ptRrx[n]

(7; - R~x[n]~pt = (7; - R;x[n]R;l [n]Rrx[n] (3.60)

Resume The optimal coefficient vector is:

(3.61)

The minimal squared error is:

Hence, the FIR-filter output becomes

L2
f[n] = W~Pt' X = L Wopt,i' x[n - i].

i=-Ll
(3.63)

If the coefficients {ei} determined by the channel estimator are the same as {Wopt,i},
derived for the optimal FIR-filter case, than the channel estimation is optimal.

The channel estimator depicted in Figure 3.7 has a complex structure with quad
ruple equalization complexity as mentioned in Section 3.1.2. Only one sub
equalizer will be described because the others have the same structure. The
used parameters for the LMSE are related to Figure 3.8 with the assumptions
that the reference signal aln] is equal to r[n] and the estimated signal y[n] is
equal to f[n].
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Hence,

L2

i[n] = L Cdn]x[n - i] = Ct[n] . ~[n] = ~t[n] . C[n]. (3.64)
i=-Ll

The reference signal r[n] is the convolution of the input signal x[n] with a unknown
optimum Filter with coefficients {Copt,i}. Hence,

L2

r[n] = L Copt,ix[n - i] = C~Pt . ~[n] = ~t[n] . .cept. (3.65)
i=-Ll

The error signal E[n] becomes

E[n] = aln] - y[n] = r[n] - i[n] = ~t[n] . Copt - ~t[n] . C[n] = ~t[n] . d[n] (3.66)

with the difference vector d[n] = .cePt - C[n].

Substituting (3.66) into (3.32) yields

(3.67)

The average value of the update coefficients vector will be studied because this value
will be compared with the value of the FIR-coefficients. Hence,

E {C[n + I]} E {C[n]} + 6.E {~t[n]~[n]d[n]}

E {C[n]} + 6.Rx[n]E {d[n]}

E {C[n]} + 6.Rx[n]E {~t - C[nJ}

E {C[n]} + 6.Rx[n] (Copt - E {C[n]}) (3.68)

Separation of ~[n] and d[n] under E {-} is permitted if 6. is small, [2]. The in
put signal is in general not white, so Rx[n] is non diagonal and their for unitary
transformation is performed. This means a coordination transformation in such
a way that the autocorrelation matrix can be replaced by a diagonal matrix. An
introduction is given in the sequel.

Unitary transformation means multiply the autocorrelation matrix Rx[n] with
the unitary matrix Q which is build up from an orthonormal set of vectors,
this is refiected by the following equation

(3.69)
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where Oh denotes Hermitian transposition. The diagonalization of Rx[n] is
done by multiplying RAn] with Qh and Q, [2]

(3.70)

with A[n] a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of Rx[n] on its diagonal {Àl}.

The unitary transformation applied on (3.68) yields

Qh.E{C[n+lJ}

E {CU[n + IJ}

Qh. {E{C[nJ} +~Rx[n]QQh (Copt - E{C[nJ})}

E {CU[nJ} + ~QhRx[n]Q (~Pt - E {CU [nJ})

E {CU[nJ} + ~A[n] (C~Pt - E {CU [nJ}) (3.71)

with Ou denotes unitary transformation applied on (.). The elements of CU[n + 1]
are uncoupled and (3.71) can be rewritten as

E {Ct[n + IJ} E {Ct[n]} + ~Àl (C~Pt,1 - E {CU[n]})

(1 - ~Àl) E {Ct[nJ} + ~ÀIC~pt,l' (3.72)

Ifthe initial vector CU [0], which is no stochastic variabie, is used then (3.72) becomes

n-l

E {Ct[nJ} = (1 - ~Àlr ctrO] + ~Àl L (1 - ~Àz)i C~pt,l' (3.73)
i=O

If the average value of CU[n] has to converge to C~pt for n ---t 00 then

2
11 - ~Àd < 1 ---t 0 < ~ < -,-

/\max
(3.74)

with Àmax the largest eigenvalue value of the autocorrelation matrix Rx[n].

Hence, when the number of iterations n approaches infinity and if ~ is set within
convergence region, the average ofthe coefficient vector CU[n] computed by the LMS
algorithm converges to the unknown optimum filter solution ~pt. Due to the fact
that the unitary transformation is a linear transformation the coefficient vector C[n]
also converges to {4,pt.

The coefficients {Copt,i} are the coefficients for the optimum filter. Hence they are
equal to the optimum coefficients {wopt,d derived for the FIR-filter.
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Conclusion: The coefficients {Copt,i} obtained by the channel estimator are the
same as the optimal coefficients of the non adaptive FIR-filter {wopt,d.

Remark: The average convergence is not sufficient as far as the algorithm conver
gence is concerned because there is no guarantee that the average will converge
with a finite variance. Hence, analysis of the second order statistics of the
LMS-algorithm is required. This will be performed through simulations which
wiU be described in Chapter 4. Some theoretical background can be found in
[2], pp146-150.
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Chapter 4

The most suitable equalizer for
the SC-DTTB system

This chapter describes the choice of the equalizer for the SC-DTTB system based
on simulations performed by SPW [13].

4.1 General considerations

The choice of the most suitable equalizer for the SC-DTTB system will be based on
simulation results of different types of equalizers in a baseband environment which
represents the SC-DTTB system. The justification of using baseband simulation is
explained in Section 3.1.1.

A first approach of the simulation system is depicted in Figure 4.1.

The transmitter and receiver filters of Figure 4.1 are square-root raised eosine
(Nyquist) filters to avoid IS!. To avoid ISI a pulse sequence has to satisfy

(4.1)

this condition is called the Nyquist pulse shaping criterion [14] with T the symbol
time and T s the symbol rate. This means, the sum of all multiples of T s shifted
versions of Pr(J) has to be a constant value T. Hence, the residual effect of all
other transmitted symbols on the desired symbol at the sample moment is equal to
zero. The received pulse Pr(J) has to have a radial symmetrie edge at f = Ts/2 and
round T /2. The proof of having zero ISI by satisfying equation (4.1) is given in the
following
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(4.2)

Divide the integration interval into smaU intervals of length Tand take the summa
tion of these intervals

00 2k+l

Pr(nT) = L .hk~: Pr(J)ei27rjnTdj
k=-oo 2T

Change the variable j into j + kiT and (4.4) becomes

Pr(nT) - t· [2: Pr(J + ;)ei27rjnTdj
k=-oo 2T

lOOk12
: • L Pr(J + - )ei27rjnTdj

-2T k=-oo T
1[2: Tei27rjnTdj
2T

sin(mI")
n7r

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

the assumption is made that the integration and summation can be changed [14].
Hence, this sinc function can be written as

( T)
_ sin(n7r)

Pr n -
n7r [

1 n = 0
o n =I- O.

(4.6)

The function denoted by (4.6) satisfies the condition for zero 181 because the value
of the sinc function is only on the sample moment (n = 0) equal to one. There are
an infinite amount of functions which satisfy the condition for zero 181. In practical
systems a class of Pr(J) with raised cosine characteristics is mostly used. The
frequency spectrum of this function has a flat amplitude portion and a roU off
portion. The signal, with the raised cosine characteristics, in the time domain is
given by [8]

t _ [sin (*)] .[cos ( Cl!*) ]
Pr ( ) - 7rt ( 2o:t ) 2 .

T 1- -T

The Fourier-transform of Pr(t) is given by [8]
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Rewriting of formula (4.8)

o:s; Iwl :s; (1 - a)T
(1 - a)T :s; Iwl :s; (1 + a)T
Iwl > (1 + a)T

(4.8)

o:s; Ijl :s; (1 - a) 2~

(1 - a) 2~ :s; IJI :s; (1 + a) 2~ ( 4.9)

IJl> (1 + a)2~

These pulses and the absolute values of the Fourier transforms are plotted in Figure
4.2.

a=l
a=O.75
a=O.s
a=O

o

PUro)

-lCIT 0 1CfI'

Figure 4.2: Raised eosine pulse for different values of a.

With the Schwartz inequality can be proved that the maximum SNRo is obtained
when the transfer function of the receiver filter is (within a constant) the time
reversal of the received pulse shape [15]

(4.10)

This filter, with transfer function Hr(J), is called a matched filter (matched filter
receiver). The output ofthe matched filter Po(t) = Pr(t)*hr(t), has Fourier transform

The Nyquist criterion at the output of the matched filter is

Ijl <~ = T
s

•
2T 2

(4.12)
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Of course there will be no ISI if the constant T / K is changed into an other constant
(i.e. 1), since that will only scale the signal level at the slicer input. To satisfy
equation (4.12), the square root of the raised cosine pulses, given by formula (4.7)
and their Fourier transforms given by formulas (4.8) and (4.9), can be used. Let the
right hand of equation (4.12) be equal to one, then

o~ If I ~ (1 - a) 2~

(1 - a) 2~ ~ IJI~ (1 + a) 2~

If I > (1 + a) 2~

(4.13)

is the transfer function of the raised cosine filter (with roU-off coefficient a) equaUy
split between transmitter and receiver. Hence, the simulation system presents no
ISI if the multipath channel introduces no echoes. This means the eye pattern of
the signal after the receive filter, at the input of the equalizer, is maximum open;
this is shown by Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: No ISI due to square-root raised cosine transmit and receive filters.

Figure 4.3 shows the eye-diagram and the scatter-diagram of 64-QAM with no mul
tipath, no additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and square-root Nyquist filters
with a = 0.15.

In terms of symbol error probability (SER) as function of the bit energy to noise
ratio (Eb/No)

(4.14)SER,. iQU2
6
1 • ~:) ,

the curve is ideal if the exact sample moment is defined. The Q(y)-function is the
integral from y to infinity of the Gaussian probability density function
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Hence,

Q(y) =1a
=00 Pn(a)da =1a

=00 ~e_~2 da.
a=y a=y V 271"

(4.15)

(4.16)

The derivation of (4.14) is given by Appendix B.

Due to the introduction of echoes by multipath and by imperfect filter realization
there will be IS!. The transmission scheme 64-QAM is rather sensitive for ISI because
the distance between separated symbols in the constellation diagram is smal1 with
respect to the length of the vector which represents the symbols at the corner of
the constellation diagram. This ISI problem can be solved by an equalizer which
tries to eliminate the ISI introduced by the channel. To obtain some feeling how
sensitive 64-QAM is for echoes and the necessity for equalization, a simulation with
the Rummier channel model as discussed in section 3.1.2 is performed. Figure 4.4
shows the ISI which is caused by the Rummier channel with an echo at 7 = 1Jl,s,

an amplitude gain of {3 = 0.1 (-20 dB) and fa = 0 kHz. About 3000 symbols are
shown.
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Figure 4.4: ISI due to an echo at 7 = 1J.Ls with an amplitude gain of {3 = 0.1. (-20
dB) and fa = 0 kHz

From Figure 4.4 it can be seen that the eye is almost closed and the vector points at
the constellation diagram are widely scattered. But it is also seen that the scattering
of the points is within a square; this represents the most important property of the
SER degradation due to IS!. The fact that the constellation points are still in a
square and not randomized represents that there has to be a correlation between
the scattered points. An equalizer is only able to combat this kind of correlated
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disturbances because an equalizer tries to de-correlate the samples of the input
signal. This yields ISI removal. Random scattering of constellation points due to
noise addition is shown by Figure 4.5 where the Eb/No = 17 dB. The equalizer can
not remove the noise because noise is not correlated with the input signal.

Nyq. 0.15 Eb/No ~ 17 dB I-comp. Eb/No = 17 dB
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Figure 4.5: Eye dosing and random scattering of the constellation points due to
noise with Eb/No = 17 dB.

The degradation of the eye will degrade the SER performances because the distance
between two adjacent symbols in the constellation diagram is decreased. The de
cision boundary between two adjacent symbols when the a-priori probabilities of
the signals are equal is at the middle of these symbols, this is derived in Appendix
C. If the signal is contaminated with AWGN, less noise is needed to make a wrong
decision compared with the case when there is no IS!. This degradation in per
formance is shown by Figure 4.6 with echoes at T = 1J.Ls with amplitude gains of
f3 = 0.1 (-20dB), 0.05 (-26dB), 0.01 (-40dB) and Jo = 0 kHz.

An other important parameter which decreases the SER performances is the Phase
offset (1:1c/J). This parameter indicates the sensitivity of the SER if there is an phase
offset due to non-perfect coherent demodulation or very severe echoes with a certain
angle offset. This phase offset can be seen as a rotation of the constellation diagram.
It is plausible that 64-QAM is very sensitive for this kind of distortion because only
a smal1 angle of rotation yields a great movement of the largest vector in the corner
of the constellation diagram. This degradation in performance is shown by Figure
4.7 with Eb/No = 17dB, Eb/No = 20dB, Eb/No = 23dB, a = 0.15 and the phase is
varying between -5 and +5 degrees offset.

An equalizer that converges within a reasonable time, i.e a convergence time in the
order of millie-seconds, can open the eye of the 64-QAM signal and will be able to
increase the performance to nearly the level when there is no ISI distortion due to
multipath. This process is shown by Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: Performances degradation due to echoes at T = l/-ls with amplitude
gains of (J = 0.1 (-20dB), 0.05 (-26dB), 0.01 (-40dB) and fo = 0 kHz.

Hence, it is obvious that the 64-QAM system needs a good equalizer to cope with
this kind of ISI distortion.

In this chapter three kinds of equalizers will be examined (LMSE, ZFE and DFE)
on their convergence time and their implementation loss at a certain SER. The
equalizer with the best performances will be combined with a FIR-filter and used in
the SC-DTTB system, as depicted in Figure 3.7. The performances of the equalizers
are obtained with an ideal sample moment without any clock-jitter.

4.2 Theoretical aspects relevant for the simula
tions

This paragraph describes the theoretical aspects which are relevant for the simula
tions. The theoretical calculations done in this paragraph are the basis for the first
choices of the values of the simulation parameters.

The choice of one equalizer over another is determined by various factors, depend
ing on the exchange between complexity requirements and convergence properties.
Hence, the goal is to design an equalizer which reach a certain accuracy as soon as
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possible with the least amount of complexity. A rough measure for complexity is
the number of real multiplications needed to calculate one output sample [2]. The
main parameters to estimate the performance of an equalizer are:

Mis-adjustment (J): The mean-squared error of the residual signal

(4.17)

These parameter, averaged over an ensemble of equalizers, indicates the de
viation of the final value of the mean-squared error from the minimal mean
squared error produced by the optimal coefficients.

Excess Mis-adjustment (Jex): The difference between the steady state mis-adjustment
and the minimum attainable mis-adjustment

(4.18)

which is reached when the equalizer coefficients are the optimal coefficients.

Final Mis-adjustment (J): The ratio of the excess mis-adjustment and the min
imum attainable mis-adjustment

J = Jex = J - Jmin .

Jmin Jmin
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Figure 4.8: Opening of the eye due to equalization.

Implementation loss !:i.Eb/ No: This is the value in dB which is defined as:

(4.20)

by a fixed value of the SER. This figure represents the losses which has to
been calculated for implementing the equalizer, due to final mis-adjustment
and excess noise. The implementation loss also includes the noise gain due
to the spectral notches in the channel frequency response. In other words
the implementation loss of an equalizer represents the loss which has to be
calculated in the link budget for equalization aspecific defined channel. This
definition is chosen because in practical situation the figure of interest is the
totalloss of implementing the equalizer to equalize aspecific defined channel.
The channel definitions are conform CaST 207 norms, discussed in Chapter
2.

Convergence time (CT): The number of symbols which are required if the equal-
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izer makes 100 consecutive good decisions. In other words convergence is at
tained when the decision on the sliced output of the equalizer is similar to the
emitted data during 100 consecutive symbols at least.

Chip area: The area needed to implement the algorithm on a chip.

4.2.1 Why the tapped delay line (TDL) structure ?

The tapped delay line (TDL) structured filter with adjustable coefficients has the
property to shape the spectrum of the input signal [6]. This will be shown in the
sequel.

Assume a TDL with N coefficients Ci[n] exited with an impulse ó[n] and impulse
response h[n]. This yields

N-l

h[n] = L Cdn]ó[n - i].
i=O

(4.21)

The transfer function H (j) = H (ej O) within the fundamental interval if there is no
aliasing, with e= wT (T the sampling period), is obtained with the discrete Fourier
transformation. This yields

This can be rewritten as

N-l

H(j) = L Cme-
jmO

.

m=O

The corresponding power spectral density function

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

represents the spectral shaping of the input signal due to the TDL structure. Con
sequently selecting the coefficients in the tapped delay line structured filter serves
to shape the spectrum of the input signal.

The equalizers try to reach a certain shaping of the spectrum (obtaining the inverse
channel spectrum) by iterative changing the coefficients of the TDL via a certain
update algorithm.
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4.2.2 Why initializing a tap (main-tap) of an equalizer?

Reception is only possible when there is one strong component (LOS) and other
components with a lower amplitude (echoes). This type of channel is an Ricean
channel [6]. If a situation occurs at which an echo has a higher amplitude level
than the main signal, that echo will be considered as the main signal. This implies
that the main signal is always the signal with the highest level. Hence, the impulse
response of the channel represents one main signal (the excitation signal) and an
amount of other signals (echoes) shifted in time with an lower amplitude. This kind
of impulse response is decreasing in time and will be finite due to the finite energy
which is transmitted.

Due to the Ricean character of the channel all the zeroes of the impulse response
of the channel will be in the unit circle this represents a minimum phase system.
The property that the system represents a minimum phase system is very important
because equalizer algorithms try to compensate a zero with a pole within the unit
circle. A zero outside the unit circle (not valid for the Ricean channel) will be
compensated by a pole within the unit circle. Then the poles and zeroes are mirrored
versions of each other with respect to the unit circle. This is an all-pass system which
means IH(ejO)1 = 1 for -'fr :S e< 'fr. Consequently the equalizer only compensates
the magnitude of the channel and not the phase.

An equalizer has to approximate a pole p

__1------;-;:- = ~ (pe-jo)n
1- pe- j O ~

(4.25)

with a finite amount N of data due to the finite length of the equalizer. From (4.25)
can be seen that the absolute value of p has to be smaller than one. Hence, all
the absolute values of the summation terms, except the first are smaller than one.
The absolute values of the summation terms represent the multiply values Ci of
the TDL equalizer. The coefficients Ci , which represents the impulse response of
the equalizer, will have an decreasing character with Co equal to one. Hence, the
equalizer will be initialized with one tap set to one and the other taps set to zero.

The tap which is set to one represents the first term of (4.25) and if there were no
echoes introduced by the channel, this is the only tap with a value un-equal to zero.
The taps after this tap compensate the echoes which are generated after the main
signal (post-echoes). The taps before the main tap compensate the echoes which
are generated before the main signal (pre-echoes).

In the simulations all coefficients are initialized to zero except the main tap which
is initialized at one. This choice represents the best start position for the equalizer.
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4.2.3 Choice of the adaptation constant.

If the condition described by (3.74) is satisfied the recursive update relation will con
verge. Since the autocorrelation matrix is positive-definite [2] the largest eigenvalue
is less than the sum of all the eigenvalues of the matrix [6]. The trace of the auto
correlation matrix Rx[n] is equal to the trace of the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
A[n] [2]. Hence, an upper-bound for Àmax can be defined

N-l

Àmax < L Àl = trace Rx[n] = N· (0"; + O"~),
1=0

(4.26)

with (0"; + 0";) represents the received signal plus noise power.

The maximum value of À occurs when a pole is near to the unit circ1e. To obtain
a high convergence speed the adaptation constant should be as big as possible but
to ensure convergence, (3.74) has to be satisfied. This means fast convergence is
possible when the poles are far from the unit circ1e (Àmax is small). But when there
is a large difference between the largest eigenvalue (Àmax ) and smallest eigenvalue
(Àmin ) then

(4.27)

and slow convergence is obtained. In other words even if b. is chosen near the upper
bound given by (3.74) the convergence time is determined by the smallest eigenvalue,
Àmin . Consequently the eigenvalue ratio Àmax/ Àmin determines the convergence time.

The eigenvalues of the autocorrelation matrix Rx[n] can be approximated by the
sampled version of the power spectral density function, under certain assumption
[2]. Hence, a channel with deep spectral nulls, Àmax / Àmin is large, will converge
slowly even if b. ~ 2/Àmax .

Another effect which has to be concerned by choosing the adaptation value b. is
the noisy estimation of the gradient vector by the iteration algorithm. This will be
discussed in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.4 Excess of the MSE due to noisy gradient estimation.

The recursive LMS algorithm tries to solve the gradient equation (3.27) by noisy
estimates of the gradient vector. The noise in these estimates causes random fluc
tuations in the coefficients about their optimal values. This leads to a greater error
J = Jex + Jmin , where
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(4.28)

is the variance of the excess noise introduced by noisy estimation of the gradient
vector after convergence is reached (Ó is smal1, so separation is permitted,[2]). If
unitary transformation is applied, the autocorrelation matrix of (4.28) is un-coupled
and the excess noise is the sum of excess noise per coefficient weighted with the
eigenvalue of that coefficient. This yields,

N-l

Jex[n] = 2: À1E IC~Pt,1 - Cï[n]1
2

1=0

This equation can be rewritten as [6]

It is desirable to have Jex < Jmin . Consequently Ó should be selected that

Jex[n] = Ó . N((j; + (j;) < 1
Jmin 2 '

or equivalently,

A possible value is given by [6];

4.3 The first simulation results.

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

In the SC-DTTB system concatenated coding is used which is able to increase a
SER ~ 7 . 10-2 to a SER of ~ 10-11 [7], which represents QEF reception of video
signals. Furthermore to be sure to get 100 consecutive good decisions a SER ~ 10-2

,

at least, is required. With (4.14) can be calculated that a SER ~ 10-2 requires a
EbiNo 2: 14 dB. The adaptation constant is chosen conform the theory discussed in
section 4.2.4. This yields,

A ( 0.2) 4
u ~ N. ((j; + (j;) ~ 3.955 10- ,
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with N = 12, a; = 42 and EbiNo 2: 14 dB. Because of reducing the complexity, the
adaptation constant ~ is a power of two. Hence, ~ = 2-12 is the first power of two
which is smaller than 3.955 10-4 •

The theoretical obtained parameters for the first equalizer simulation are an adapt
ation constant ~ = 2-13 , EbiNo 2: 14 dB and N = 12 taps with tap 4 as the main
tap, conform the equalizer for the cable system. The choice for the cable parameters,
for a first acquaintance with the simulation, is done because the simulation results
can be compared with the simulation results of the cable system given by [12].

These (theoretical) first chosen parameters are tested and simulated on the Rummier
channel with 7 = 312,41 ns, fa = 125 kHz, and an amplitude gain of f3 = 0.2 (-17
dB). The channel impulse frequency response is shown by Figure 4.9.

Rummier channel Impulse response
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Figure 4.9: Rummier channel impulse frequency response.

This channel is not representing the worst case terrestrial channel but is only meant
to get some feeling of the simuiation results and to become familiar with the equalizer
performances.

From the equalizer size of N = 12 taps there are 8 taps used for the Causal part and
it seems realistic to have at least 3 taps in the anti-causal part [10]. These parameters
are denoted i.e. ZF(12,9, 2-13), LMS(12,9, 2-13 ) or DF(4,8, 2-13). Where 4 and 8
are respectively the feed forward filter taps and the feedback filter taps of the DFE.
The ZFE and LMSE consists of 12 taps with 3 taps for the pre-echoes, 9 taps for
the post-echoes, with tap 4 the main tap and an adaptation constant ~ = 2-13 .

The simulated equalizer performances are given by Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 with
~EblNo determined with a SER = 10-4

• In Table 4.2 is the adaptation constant
(~ = 2-12 ) increased with a factor of two with respect to Table 4.1(~ = 2-13 ).

The acronym NC used in Table 4.2 means no convergence was obtained. An remark
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Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT b:.Eb/No
14 dB 0.12 0.03 0.29 0.26 1530
17 dB 0.18 0.03 0.17 0.14 1020 0.2 dB
20 dB 0.16 0.01 0.08 0.07 740

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT b:.Eb/No
14 dB 0.22 0.06 0.33 0.27 1930
17 dB 0.21 0.029 0.17 0.14 1090 0.35 dB
20 dB 0.38 0.025 0.09 0.066 1000

~ LMSsign(12,9,2-13[]

~ ZF(12,9,2-13
) 1

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT b:.Eb/ No
14 dB 0.11 0.03 0.30 0.27 1270
17 dB 0.12 0.02 0.146 0.126 1140 0.15 dB
20 dB 0.14 0.009 0.08 0.067 740

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT b:.Eb/ No
14 dB 0.07 0.019 0.29 0.271 3110
17 dB 0.20 0.025 0.148 0.123 2340 0.25 dB
20 dB 0.21 0.014 0.08 0.068 1910

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT b:.Eb/No
14 dB 0.02 0.07 0.30 0.29 2350
17 dB 0.04 0.05 0.135 0.13 860 0.0 dB
20 dB 0.099 0.0063 0.07 0.064 830

] ]
Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT b:.Eb/No
14 dB 0.26 0.07 0.33 0.27 2380
17 dB 0.26 0.03 0.16 0.13 1860 0.15 dB
20 dB 0.32 0.02 0.08 0.065 1125

Table 4.1: The simulation results of the equalizers with adaptation value b:. = 2-13

has to be made concerning the implementation loss b:.Eb/No denoted in Table 4.1
and Table 4.2. This implementation loss is determined by a SER of 10-4 after con
vergence of the equalizer was obtained with no AWGN on the channel. The SER
curve is simulated by adding AWGN after convergence of the equalizer and compar
ing this value with the ideal 64-QAM SER-curve for an AWGN channel. Hence, the
Ne expression is not valid for determining the implementation loss b:.Eb/ No.

From Table 4.1 the conclusion can be made that all the equalizer structures converge,
if the adaptation value is 2-13

, and are able to cope with the echo introduced by
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[LMS(12,9,2-12 )

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT I::!,.Eb/No
14 dB 0.13 0.04 0.30 0.26 1470
17 dB 0.14 0.02 0.16 0.14 880 0.2 dB
20 dB 0.15 0.01 0.08 0.07 710

]
Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT I::!,. Eb/No
14 dB 0.27 0.07 0.34 0.27 4630
17 dB NC NC NC NC NC 0.8 dB
20 dB 0.698 0.045 0.11 0.065 1160

~ ZF(12,9,2 12)

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT I::!,. Eb/No
14 dB 0.12 0.03 0.30 0.27 940
17 dB 0.14 0.02 0.15 0.13 780 0.15 dB
20 dB 0.15 0.01 0.09 0.08 630

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT I::!,. Eb/No
14 dB 0.17 0.04 0.28 0.24 1990
17 dB 0.18 0.02 0.15 0.13 1410 0.25 dB
20 dB 0.26 0.02 0.09 0.07 1340

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT I::!,. Eb/No
14 dB 0.09 0.026 0.30 0.27 2340
17 dB 0.08 0.011 0.15 0.14 570 0.0 dB
20 dB 0.11 0.007 0.07 0.065 540

Eb/No J Jex J Jmin CT I::!,.Eb/No
14 dB NC NC NC NC NC
17 dB 0.58 0.09 0.23 0.15 570 0.5 dB
20 dB 0.80 0.05 0.12 0.068 560

Table 4.2: The simulation results of the equalizers with adaptation value I::!,. = 2-12

the Rummler channel. It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the DF(4,8,2-13), (non
signum version) has the best performances when the equalizer has converged. The
implementation loss is I::!,.Eb/No = OdB at SER = 10-4 this is shown by Figure 4.10,
which represents the SER after convergence compared with the idea164-QAM curve.
From Figure 4.10 it can also be seen that the curve equals the ideal curve for every
value of the SER.

From Table 4.2 can be seen that the final misadjustment increases when I::!,. increases
and it can also be seen that the ZFE signum version performs better, concerning
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Figure 4.10: SER curve of the DF(4,8,2- 13 ) after convergence.

implementation loss and convergence problems, than the DFE and the LMSE signum
versions if the adaptation constant ~ increases.

The DFE non-signum version has a good performance but has a large increase of
the CT if the EbiNo has a small value. This is a disadvantage of the DFE and is
due to error propagation.

The LMSE non-signum version did converge for all tried values but it has to be
mentioned that there were some convergence problems when ~ = 2-12 was chosen.

For an EbiNo = 20 dB the convergence time is decreased because the output is
less contaminated with AWGN but the final misadjustment is increased because
the coefficient jitter becomes important compared with the noise introduced by the
channel.

From the simulations can also be seen that a increase of the adaptation constant
decreases the convergence time, if there are no convergence problems. When con
vergence problems occur the CT will increase. Hence, increasing of the adaptation
constant can even lead to no convergence at all, which is illustrated in Table 4.2.
This adaptation constant dependency has the greatest impact at the signum ver
sions of the equalizers. This has to be expected because the gradient estimation is
performed by the absolute values of the adaptation constant ~ due to signum of
the error signal. The adaptation dependency of the DFEsign (4,8, 2-X

) is shown by
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Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: The adaptation dependency of the DFsign (4,8, 2-X
).

A first impression of the equalizers is that the signum version of the equalizers have
earlier converge problems and adapt slower than the non-signum versions. The non
signum DFE has very good performances if the equalizer converge but has the disad
vantage of error propagation due to the feedback of the sliced output. The ZFE seems
at first the equalizer with the most robustness against adaptation constant changing,
it has a moderate final misadjustment and a high convergence speed at a low EbiNo.

The signum versions are slower than the non-signum versions with a bigger final
misadjustment. Hence, there has to be a trade off between performances and com
plexity. In the sequel the signum versions will be compared with each other and the
non-signum versions will be compared with each other. Because the performance
degradation due to signum the signals is to big to compare the non-signum and the
signum versions with each other.

The simulations in the sequel of this report are performed with multipath channels
conform the CaST 207 report [3], with power delay spectra given by Table 2.1.
Figure 2.2 shows these power delay spectra for the different type of environments
(profiles).

Figure 4.12 shows the transfer functions of the channels which are chosen for the
rural, urban, urban hilly and hilly environments (profiles 1,2,3 and 4).

The performances of the system largely depend on the values of the random vari-
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Figure 4.12: The transfer funetions of the channels which are chosen for the rural,
urban, urban hilly and hilly environments (profiles 1,2,3 and 4).

ables; amplitude, phase and delay of the echoes. Hence, reference profiles are taken,
since finding the worst case is practical impossible. The reference profiles for the
channels are the same as which are used to simulate the terrestrial system which is
based on the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) principle [16].

The J( factor, which is the ratio between the power of the LOS component (50 ) and
the power of the scattered components (SR), has the same value for profiles 1 and 2
as with the simulations on the RummIer channel with one echo with an amplitude
gain of (3 = 0.2. This yields for the J( factor in dB,

K = 10 -log [Gr] '" 14dB (4.35)

For profiles 3 and 4 the J(-factor is increased to respectively 20 and 30 dB because a
short simulation time was required. The comparison of the equalizers is done by the
same J( so this is still a good measurement for the performance of the equalizers.

It seems realistic to have at least 3 taps in the anti-causal part [10], so the equalizer
size has to become N = 143 to combat with echoes up to 20 J1S at a symbol rate of
is = 7 MSymbolsjs.

The adaptation constant is chosen conform the theory discussed in section 4.2.3.
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This yields,

(4.36)

with N = 143, 0"; = 42 and EbiNo 2: 14 dB. Because of reducing the complexity,
the adaptation constant ~ is a power of two. Hence, ~ = 2-15 is the first power of
two which is smaller than 3.319 10-5.

Hence, the equalizer parameters are: ZF(143, 140, 2-15), LMS(143, 140, 2-15 ) and
DF(4,139, 2-15). Where 4 and 139 are respectively the feed forward filter taps and
the feedback filter taps of the DFE. The ZFE and LMSE consists of 143 taps with
3 taps for the pre-echoes, 140 taps for the post-echoes, with tap 4 the main tap and
an adaptation constant ~ = 2-15 .

4.4 The results of the LMSE.

The simulation results of the non-signum and signum least-mean-square equalizer
will be discussed in this section. The simulations are performed with four different
channels depicted in Figure 4.12 conform the four CaST 207 environment profiles,
represented by Figure 2.2.

The performances of an equalizer can be represented by two main parameters: the
convergence time and the implementation loss. For every profile these two main
parameters are simulated for two values of the adaptation constant ~ = 2-15 and
2-16 . For these values of the adaptation constant is the convergence speed the
highest due to the upper bound determined by (4.33). The convergence time also
dependents on the contamination of the signal with noise, so the convergence time
is simulated for three different levels of signal-to-noise ratio, EbiNo = 14, 17 and
20 dB. The implementation loss is given for three different values of the symbol
error rate SER = 10-2 ,10-3 and 10-4 because the influence of the excess noise on
the channel noise becomes greater if the SER decreases.

The simulation results represented by Figure 4.13, which is characteristic for the
simulated LMS-equalizers, show that increasing the adaptation constant decreases
the convergence time but increases the implementation loss.

From the simulation results of the LMSE can also conc1uded that the signum version
converge faster than the non-signum version with a greater implementation loss.
The surprising result that the signum version converges faster than the non-signum
version is explained in the sequel.

The update algorithm for the signum LMS algorithm

C(n + 1] = C[n] + 2-')'sig n • sign {E(n]}· x(n].
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Figure 4.13: The simulation results ofthe non-signum LMSE and the signum LMSE
for the rural environment (profile 1).

with

é[n] = sign {é[n]} . lé[n] I

can be rewritten as

C[n + 1] = C[n] + 2- ï • ign • é[n] . x[n].
- - lé[n]1 -

The update algorithm for the LMS non-signum version

C[n + 1] = C[n] + 2-ïLMS
• é[n] . ~[n].

Rewriting the adaptation constant of the signum version

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

the update algorithm of the signum version can be represented by the update al
gorithm of the non-signum version

C[n + 1] = C[n] + 2-a
• é[n] . ~[n]. (4.42)

Faster convergence of the signum algorithm with respect to the non-signum al
gorithm is obtained if 2-a is larger than 2-ïLMS , or equivalent if lé[n] I< 1 assuming
2-ïLMS = 2- ï • i g n • Hence, if the magnitude of the error signal is small i.e. the ini
tialized transfer function of the equalizer equals nearly the desired transfer function
than it is possible that the signum algorithm converges faster than the non-signum
algorithm.
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To be sure to obtain convergence for every equalizer, for comparison purposes, the
channels used in this report give a small magnitude of the error signal. For the
profiles 3 and 4 the small magnitude of the error signal is obtained by increasing
the K -factor.

The simulations show that the adaptation dependency regarding the implementa
tion loss of the equalizer have a greater impact on the signum version than on the
non-signum version. Increasing the adaptation constant has no influence on the
implementation loss for the non-signum LM8E, provided no convergence problems
occur. This is due to the small value of lé[nll after convergence, which is multiplied
with the adaptation constant~. Hence, the result of this multiplication is dom
inated by the end value of Jé[nll and not by the adaptation constant~. This in
contradiction to the signum version which clips the end value of lé[nll to ±1.

Remark: The signum version of the LM8E showed convergence problems with the
adaptation constant ~ = 2-15 (simulations only covered ~ = 2-15 and 2-16 ).

Profile 4 of Figure 4.12 represents a smoothly channel. This smoothly channel
is characterized with a small eigenvalue ratio. The eigenvalue ratio determines
the convergence speed, as explained in 8ection 4.2.3. The adaptation constant ~
is chosen as large as possible and with a low eigenvalue ratio fast convergence is
expected. This is represented by the simulations.

4.5 The results of the ZFE.

The simulation results represented by Figure 4.14, which is characteristic for the
simulated ZF-equalizers, show that increasing the adaptation constant decreases
the convergence time but increases the implementation loss, as by the LM8E.

Figure 4.14: The simulation results of the non-signum ZFE and the signum ZFE for
the rural environment (profile 1).
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From the simulation results of the ZFE can concluded that the signum version
converge slower than the non-signum version, this in contradiction with the LMSE
result, but with a greater implementation loss. The slower convergence of the signum
version is due to the fact that the reference signal ,ä[n] of the ZFE is also a signum
signal. This means that a larger error is introduced and 1€[n]1 > 1. Hence, the
signum algorithm converges slower than the non-signum algorithm.

From Figure 4.14 can be seen that increasing the adaptation constant has a little in
fluence on the implementation loss. This is plausible because if the ZFE is converged
the majority of the implementation loss is determined by the residual interference
due to the finite length of the equalizer, as explained in Section 3.3.2. This is only
valid if there are no convergence problems. In other words when the adaptation
constant ~ is chosen within the convergence region.

4.6 The results of the DFE.

The simulation results represented by Figure 4.15, which is characteristic for the
simulated DF-equalizers, show that increasing the adaptation constant decreases
the convergence time but increases the implementation loss, as by the LMSE and
ZFE.

Figure 4.15: The simulation results of the non-signum DFE and the signum DFE
for the urban environment (profile 2).

From the simulation results of the DFE can also concluded that the signum version
converge faster than the non-signum version with a greater implementation loss,
which is explained in Section 4.4.

The simulations show that the adaptation dependency regarding the implementa
tion loss of the equalizer have a greater impact on the signum version than on the
non-signum version. Increasing the adaptation constant has little influence on the
implementation loss for the non-signum DFE, provided no convergence problems
occur. This is the same case as with the LMSE and is explained in Section 4.4.
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Remark: The signum version of the DFE showed convergence problems with the
adaptation constant ~ = 2-15 (simulations only covered ~ = 2-15 and 2-16).

Another specific property ofthe DFE, shown in Figure 4.16, is the error propagation.

Figure 4.16: The simulation results of the non-signum and the signum DFE for the
hilly environment (profile 4).

From Figure 4.16 can be seen that decreasing of the Eb/No = 20 dB to an Eb/No =
17 dB gives not such an increase of the convergence time as when decreasing the
Eb/No = 17 dB to an Eb/No = 14 dB. This is especially seen by the signum versions.
Hence, decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio to Eb/No = 14 dB gives an enormous rise
to the convergence time. This can be explained by errors which are fed back into
the update algorithm and propagate through the equalizer and causes more faulty
decisions. Hence, the convergence time of the DFE will increase.

4.7 The most suitable equalizer.

The performances of the signum and the non-signum equalizers are compared sep
arately. Because there is such a great performance difference between the signum
version and the non-signum version, it would not be objective to compare them.
Hence, a trade-off has to be made between complexity (the signum version is less
complex) and performance (the non-signum version performs better).

For simulations the adaptation constant ~ = 2-16 is chosen. Because with ~ = 2-15

there were convergence problems for the LMSE and the DFE.

This section will discuss both versions. However, for practical reasons the equalizer
for the SC-DTTB system will be of the signum type.
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4.7.1 The non-signum equalizers.

The simulation results represented by Figure 4.17 show the comparison of the non
signum LMSE, ZFE and DFE for the four channel profiles conform CaST 207.

The simulation results show that decreasing of the convergence time results in in
creasing of the implementation loss, due to an higher final IE[nll. Fast convergence
means that the error signal is brought in a few steps orthogonal to the desired signal
with a relative large amplitude. This results in a higher implementation loss with
respect to slow convergence.

The comparison of the equalizers show that the ZF equalizer has the shortest con
vergence time for profiles 1, 2 and 3.

The fast convergence of profile 1 point out that there are no very deep spectral
notches in the channel transfer function. Consequently the eigenvalue ratio of this
profile is small. Hence, fast convergence is possible but has to be paid with a great
implementation loss. This is shown by the simulation results. This seems to be in
contradiction with the simulation results of profile 4, which show fast convergence
with a relative small implementation loss. This is due to the fact that the initial
error of profile 4 is already very small due to the smoothly channel transfer function.
Bringing this small error signal in a few steps orthogonal to the desired signal gives
still a relative small implementation loss.

On the other hand a slow convergence time means that there are spectral notches in
the transfer function. The channels are chosen in such a way that the It[nll is small,
so the notches are not catastrophic but they slow the convergence process. Slower
convergence means that the error signal will be brought in more steps orthogonal to
the desired signal, hence the amplitude of the final error signal will be smaller. This
results in a smaller final mis-adjustment or equivalently in a small implementation
loss. This can be seen from Figure 4.17 for the profiles 2 and 3 which converge
slowly but have a small implementation loss.

The DFE degrades faster than the LMSE and ZFE if the EbiNo is decreased. This
is due to error propagation. This is clearly shown by the part of Figure 4.17 which
represents the convergence time of profile 1.

The implementation loss of the DFE for profile 3 is equal to zero. This is possible
because the DFE fed back noiseless signals and if there are no errors the DFE has
no implementation loss. This is only possible in this simulation because there is no
quantization loss.

The implementation loss regarding profile 4 of the DFE is much better than the
implementation loss of the other equalizers. This is also shown in Figure 4.17. This
can be explained by the fact that the feedback part of the DFE fed noiseless signals
back into the update algorithm. Hence, the equalizer only gains the desired signal
and not the noise. This results in less noise power at the output of the equalizer
and consequently a lower EbiN 0 is required to reach the same SER.
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The overall conclusion of the comparison of the non-signum equalizers is that the
ZFE is the best candidate regarding the convergence time and the robustness against
adaptation variations if the signal-to-noise ratio is low. The DFE gives the best per
formance regarding the implementation loss and the DFE converge faster or nearly
as fast as the LMSE if the EbiNo is high. The LMSE performs at the overall less
than the DFE and the ZFE. Hence, the DFE is the overall best candidate for the
SC-DTTB at high signal to noise ratio (EbiNo). But to avoid error propagation of
the DFE at a low signal-to-noise ratio the ZFE is the best choice for the SC-DTTB
system because this system can operate at a low signal-to-noise ratio, EbiNo ~ 14
dB.
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Figure 4.17: The simulation results of the non-signum LM8E, ZFE and DFE for the
environments, rural, urban, hilly urban and hilly (profile 1, 2, , 3 and 4).
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4.7.2 The signum equalizers.

The simulation results represented by Figure 4.18 show the comparison ofthe signum
LMSE, ZFE and DFE for the four channel profiles conform CaST 207.

The Simulation results show that decreasing of the convergence time results in in
creasing of the implementation loss, due to an higher final lé[n] I as explained in
Section 4.7.1.

The comparison of the equalizers show that the signum ZF equalizer converge tre
mendously slow with respect to the other equalizers, for all profiles. Hence, the
signum ZFE convergence properties are very poor but the implementation loss is
always smaller than the implementation loss of the signum LMSE. The slower con
vergence of the signum version is due to the fact that the reference signal ~[n] of the
ZFE is also a signum signal, as explained in Section 4.5.

The DFE performs the best, regarding the implementation loss, if convergence is
obtained smoothly as can be seen of the simulation results for profile 3. The zero
implementation loss is explained in Section 4.7.1

The conclusions, made in Section 4.7.1, for the non-signum version regarding the
high convergence speed and implementation loss for profiles 1 and 4 are also valid
for the signum version.

The conclusions for slow convergence with a low implementation loss, which are
represented by profiles 2 and 3, are also the same as the conclusions for the non
signum version as discussed in Section 4.7.1.

The faster degradation of the DFE if the EbiNo is low, is in the case of the signum
version more dramatic than with the non-signum version. The increase of the con
vergence time at lower EbiNo is most clearly showed for profiles 3 and 4. But the
implementation loss of the DFE is very low for these profiles.

The implementation loss regarding profile four of the signum DFE is much better
than the implementation loss of the other signum equalizers, as explained in Section
4.7.1.

The overall conclusion of the comparison of the signum equalizers is that the ZFE
is the best candidate regarding the robustness against adaptation variations but has
such a poor convergence properties that this is unacceptable. The DFE gives the best
performances regarding the convergence speed if the EbiNo is high and has degrada
tion at low EbiNo. The LMSE converge faster than the DFE for a low signal-to-noise
ratio but has a greater implementation loss if convergence is slow. Hence, the DFE
is the overall best candidate for the SC-DTTB at high signal to noise ratio (EbiNo).
But to avoid error propagation of the DFE at a low signal-to-noise ratio the LMSE
is the best choice for the SC-DTTB system because this system can operate with low
signal-to-noise ratio, EbiNo ~ 14 dB.
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Figure 4.18: The simulation results of the signum LMSE, ZFE and DFE for the
environments, rural, urban, hilly urban and hilly (profile 1, 2, , 3 and 4).
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Chapter 5

Conclusions.

Fixed reception with a roof antenna with a LOS is the transmitter/receiver scheme
that is valid for the SC-DTTB system.

The use of QAM as opposed to pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) yields a higher
spectral efficiency but the price which has to be paid is a quadruple equalization
complexity.

The coefficients {Copt,i} obtained by the channel estimator are the same as the
optimal coefficients of the non adaptive FIR-filter {wopt,d.

A first impression, obtained with tap-length N = 12 and ~ = 2-13 , of the equalizers
is that the signum version of the equalizers have earlier converge problems and
adapt slower than the non-signum versions. The non-signum DFE has very good
performances if the equalizer converge but has the disadvantage of error propagation
due to the feedback of the sliced output. The ZFE seems at first the equalizer with
the most robustness against adaptation constant changing, it has a moderate final
mis-adjustment and a high convergence speed at a low Eb/No.

a) Non-signum equalizers The comparison of the non-signum equalizers, with
tap-length N = 143 and ~ = 2-16 .

• The ZFE is the best candidate regarding the convergence time and the robust
ness against adaptation variations if the signal-to-noise ratio is low.

• The DFE gives the best performances regarding the implementation loss and
the DFE converge faster or nearly as fast as the LMSE if the Eb/No is high.

• The LMSE performs at the overallless than the DFE and the ZFE.

The overall conclusion of the comparison of the non-signum equalizers with tap
length N = 143 and ~ = 2-16 is that, the DFE is the best candidate for the SC
DTTB at high signal to noise ratio (Eb/No)' But to avoid error propagation of the
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DFE at a low signal-to-noise ratio the ZFE is the best choice for the SC-DTTB
system because this system can operate at a low signal-to-noise ratio, EbiNo ::::::: 14
dB.

Summarizing Some characteristics of the non-signum ZFE with tap-length N =
143 and ~ = 2-16 are:

• The non-signum ZFE gives about 1 dB implementation loss and converges in
about 4000 symbols (::::::: 600JLs) for the rural environment with K = 14 dB.

• The non-signum ZFE gives about 0.4 dB implementation loss and converges
in about 10000 symbols (::::::: 1.4ms) for the urban environment with K = 14
dB.

• The non-signum ZFE gives about 0.25 dB implementation loss and converges in
about 11000 symbols (::::::: 1.6ms) for the hilly urban environment with K = 20
dB.

• The non-signum ZFE gives about 0.1 dB implementation loss and converges
in about 5500 symbols (::::::: 400JLs) for the hilly environment with K = 30 dB.

These figures are specific for the CaST 207 channels and valid for EbiNo = 14 dB.

b) Signum equalizers The comparison of the signum equalizers, with tap-length
N = 143 and ~ = 2-16 .

• The ZFE is the best candidate regarding the robustness against adaptation
variations but has such poor convergence properties that this is unacceptable.

• The DFE gives the best performance regarding the convergence speed if the
EbiNo is high but has the strongest degradation at low EbiNo.

• The LMSE converges faster than the DFE for a low signal-to-noise ratio but
has a greater implementation loss if convergence is slow.

The overall conclusion of the comparison of the signum equalizers with tap-length
N = 143 and ~ = 2-16 is that, the DFE is the overall best candidate for the SC
DTTB at high signal to noise ratio (EbiNo). But to avoid error propagation of the
DFE at a low signal-to-noise ratio the LMSE is the best choice for the SC-DTTB
system because this system can operate at a low signal-to-noise ratio, EbiNo ::::::: 14
dB.

Summarizing Some characteristics of the signum LMSE with tap-length N = 143
and ~ = 2-16 are:
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• The signum LMSE gives about 1 dB imp1ementation 10ss and converges in
about 3000 symbo1s (:::::: 430jLs) for the rura1 environment with K = 14 dB.

• The signum LMSE gives about 0.45 dB imp1ementation 10ss and converges in
about 10000 symbo1s (:::::: 1.4ms) for the urban environment with K = 14 dB.

• The signum LMSE gives about 0.35 dB imp1ementation 10ss and converges in
about 10000 symbo1s (:::::: 1.4ms) for the hilly urban environment with K = 20
dB.

• The signum LMSE gives about 0.3 dB imp1ementation 10ss and converges in
about 4000 symbo1s (:::::: 200jLs) for the hilly environment with K = 30 dB.

These figures are specific for the CaST 207 channe1s and va1id for EbiNo = 14 dB.
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(6.1)

Chapter 6

Suggestions for further work.

The combination of the LMS equalizer with 143 taps and an adaptation constant
of 6. = 2-16 with a FIR-filter has to be analyzed through simulations. Due to
the fact that the FIR-filter is updated on specific moments and not continuously it
has to be expected that the LMSE-FIR combination performs less than the LMSE
which is continuously updated. This is plausible because the LMSE is continuously
calculating the coefficients, so it will track on every moment the channel variations.
This is not true if the FIR-filter is updated on certain moments. The coefficients
are then based on a data set which do not represent the state of the channel at the
update moments, so an error is introduced.

Another reason why the LMSE-FIR combination will perform less with respect to an
LMSE which is continuously updated, is the fact that the coefficient calculations are
based on a finite data set. This means that on a certain moment the signal vectors
are represented by the addition of the desired symbol vector and a momentary noise
component. The noise is assumed to be white and Gaussian with an average value
which is equal to zero. But with the LMSE-FIR construction the averaging of the
noise is the problem because the data set is limited. Hence, it is important to
choose enough data samples to eliminate the noise influence but on the other hand
the amount of data samples has to be reduced because the coefficients calculation
time has to be acceptable. A first rough estimation (rule of thumb) will be that
the number of data-samples equals 100 times the number of coefficients (degrees of
freedom). In other words the noise will be averaged over 100 calculations. This
leads to a coefficient update time of the FIR-filter of at least

I N
Tu = 100 . Tu = 100· Ju = 1.43 s.

Tt has to be investigated of this is allowable. Also has to be investigated the per
formance degradation as funetion of the number of data samples.

The practical implementation of the LMS equalizer and a FIR-filter in the SC-DTTB
system has to be investigated. Figure 6.1 represents a first idea of the practical
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implementation of the quadruple LMS-equalizer for the SC-DTTB system.

a(n)x(n) Q)

:a------l-,-----------,------------- , ----'--'----..:........:...-----'I_~~(n~)-_+---tI'rr:+ b(~)
y(n) (Q) -

Figure 6.1: The practical implementation of the quadruple LMS-equalizer for the
SC-DTTB system.

From Figure 6.1 can be seen that the virtual equalizer (LMSE) is represented by
two signal processors which will be operating at low frequencies with respect to the
symbol frequency. There are two DSPs required because the I-component and the
Q-components will be processed separately .

The FIR-filters will be operating at 318 but they do not have to calculate the coef
ficients. The FIR-filter will be a concatenation of FIR-filters with a smaller amount
of taps to obtain 143 taps.

The first approach of the FIFO length is 100 times the amount of taps N. This
requires a FIFO with a length of about 14000 addresses.

The add and subtract function can be performed by an EPLD. The required timing
and control for the quadruple equalizer will also be performed by an EPLD.

Other equalizer structures have to be examined on their practical implementations
and usefulness for the SC-DTTB system. A few examples are:

VariabIe step-size: Since the implementation loss increases when the adaptation
constant is increased to speed up the convergence, can be considered to change
the value of the adaptation constant. A compromise can be found between
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adaptation speed and implementation loss by taking a large value of the ad
aptation constant in the beginning and then decreasing it to obtain a small
implementation loss. This method is in the literature known as the variabIe
step size algorithm, [2].

LMS with leakage: In some channel equalizers leakage terms can be employed in
the sequential adaptation of the coefficients [2]. The update algorithm (LMS
with leakage) then becomes

C[n + 1] = 1'C[n] + ~€[n]x[n] (6.2)

with l' < 1 overflow of the coefficients will be avoided, this improves the
stability and robustness to transmission errors [2].

Frequency Domain Adaptive Filtering (FDAF): To update the coefficients of
the FIR-filter independently an orthogonal transformation is required to diag
onalize the autocorrelation matrix. This de-correlation can be performed by
unitary transformation as described in Section 3.5. But it can also performed
by Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT), this is an orthogonal transform
ation, because the autocorrelation function and the power spectral density
function form a Fourier pair. Hence, de-correlation in the frequency domain is
done by choosing the adaptation constant for each frequency component equal
to the overall adaptation constant divided by an estimate of the input power
of this frequency component (FDAF) [2].

Further work should be done to test equalization concepts with a 64 QAM constel
lation on the type of multipath channels as represented by Figure 4.12, to see if the
convergence time and/or the implementation loss significant improves.
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Appendix A

Some background theory of the
Ricean distribution

A chi-squared distributed random variabie is related to Gaussian distributed random
variabie in the sense that the chi-squared distributed random variabie can be viewed
as a transformation of the Gaussian distributed random variabie. To be specific, let
Y = X 2 , where X is a Gaussian distributed random variabie. Then Y has a chi
square distribution [6]. Two types of chi-square distribution are distinguished. The
first is the the central chi-square distribution and is obtained when E[X] = 0 and
the second is the non-central chi-square distribution and is obtained when E[X] =I=- o.

Centra1 ehi-square distribution X Gaussian distributed with E[X] = 0 and
E[X 2] = (J2. With Y = X 2 the probability density function (pdf) of Y is
derived as follows:

Fy(y) = P(Y ~ y)

P(-ifY ~ X ~ ifY)

Fy(y)

py(y)

P(X2
~ y)

P(IXI ~ ifY)
- 1- (P(X ~ ifY) + P(X ~ -ifY))

1 - P(X ~ ifY) - P(X ~ - ifY)
Fx(ifY) - Fx(-ifY)

1 1
2ifYPx(ifY) + 2ifYPx (-ifY)

1
2ifY [Px( ifY) + Px(-ifY)]

(A.l)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(AA)
(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

The Gaussian distributed random variabie X with E[X] = 0 and E[X 2
] = (J2

has a pdf which is given by (A.8).

( )
1 _x2/2q2

P X = --e
y"5;i(J
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Now the pdf of Y becomes

py(y)
I

2.jY [Px( VY) +Px( -VY)]

I ( I -y/2u2 I -Y/2U2)-- ---e +--e
2.jY V2ifJ V2ifJ

I e-Y/2u2 y > 0
J21rYfJ -

(A.9)

(A.IO)

(A.ll)

The integral of the pdf is the power distribution function or the cumulative
density function (cdf)

Fy(y) = -1-lY _1_e-v./2u2 du
V2ifJ v.=o.jU

(A.12)

cannot be expressed in a closed form. The characteristic function of a random
variable X is defined as the statistical average

(A.13)

where the variable v is real and j = yCT [6]. With the trivial difference of
the negative sign in the exponential the characteristic function can be seen as
the Fourier transform of the pdf p(x) [6].

The characteristic function of the pdf of Y becomes

(A.14)

This can be expanded for n-dimensions if Y = L::f=l Xl with {Xi} are statist
ically independent and identically distributed, so (A.14) becomes

The inverse transform of this characteristic function yield the pdf

I
py(y) = fJn 2n / 2 r(n/2)

where r(p) is defined as
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the pdf given by(A.16) is called the chi-square (or gamma) pdf with n degrees
of freedom [6].

Non-central chi-square distribution results from squaring a Gaussian random
variabie having a non zero mean mi [6]. The pdf is derived in [6] and will be
accepted without proof.

1 (y) (n-2)/4 2 22 (8 )py(y) = - - e-(s +y)/ 17 I n / 2- 1 VY-
2u2 8 2 u 2 y~ü (A.18)

where 8 2 = L:~l m; and In(x) is the nth-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind.

The Ricean distribution is related to the non-central chi-square distribution, assume
Y = xl + xi with Xl, X 2 are statistically independent Gaussian random variables
with means mi and common variance u2• The pdf for Y with n = 2, is

(A.19)

with R = yIY, the pdf of Ris

(A.2Ü)

This is the pdf of the Ricean-distributed random variabie [6]. The power of the ran
dom/scatter components is defined as SR = 2u2 and the power in the steady/specular
component is defined as So = 8 2. The ratio of So and SR is the Ricean factor K
defined as

The average value of Y is

2
- - - 22 2 "2 22Y=E{Y}=R2=r2=E{XI +X2}=2u +L.Jmi =2u +8

i=l

This yields

Formulas (A.21) ... (A.23) substituted in (A.2ü) yields
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r ~ o. (A.24)

If K = 0, (A.24) becomes

2 -(.:.) r -(5)PR(r) = = r· e r
2 = - r . e 2", r ~ O.

r2 ~2
(A.25)

which corresponds to the Rayleigh fading channel [6].

If K ----+ 00, the Ricean channel changes into an additive white Gaussian nOlse
(AWGN) channel [6].
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Appendix B

The probability of symbol error
for 64-QAM

The QAM-signal is represented as [8]

(B.1)

The energy of the i-th signal [15]

(B.2)

Consider the 64-QAM constellation diagram represented by Figure 4.3. The Euc
lidean distance between two adjacent points is denoted as d.

1. The probability of receiving a good signal for the points at the inner-side of
the rectangular constellation diagram is

(B.3)

P[Clmilinn" [2 (fPn(a)da - f PnCa)da)r
- [2 (~- p)r= (1- 2p)2 (B.4)

(B.5)
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1

2. The probability of receiving a good signal for the points at the outer-side of
the rectangular constellation diagram with exception of the corner points, is

P[Clmi]outer = (1 - 2p) . (1 - p) (B.8)

2

3. The probability of receiving a good signal for the points at the corner of the
rectangular constellation diagram is

3

P[Clmi]corner = (1 - p) . (1 - p) = (1 - p)2

(B.11)

(8.12)

(B.13)

lThere are 6 times 6 inner points, the contribution to the total probability due to the inner
points is

36· P[Clmi]inner = 36· (1 - 2p? (B.6)

2There are 4 times 6 outer points, the contribution to the total probability due to the outer
points is

24· P[C1mi]outer = 24 . (1 - 2p) . (1 - p). (B.lO)

3There are 4 corners in the rectangular constellation diagram of 64-QAM, the contribution to
the total probability due to the corners is

4· P[C1m i]corner =4· (1 _ p)2.
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The total probability to receive a good signal, with 64-QAM, is

63

P[C] = L P[Clmi] . P[mi].
i=O

All signals are equally like, this is

The total probability to receive a good signal is

(8.15)

(B.16)

P[C] 6
1
4 [36, (1 - 2p)2 + 24· (1 - 2p) . (1 - p) + 4· (1 _ p)2J

56 49 2
1 - 16 P + 16 P . (B.17)

The total probability to receive a bad signal is

prE] 1- P[C]

1 _ (1 _ 56 p + 49 p2)
16 16

~Q (J:No) - ~~Q2 (J:No)

~ ~Q (J:No)' (8.18)

These approximation is permitted if the ratio of dlJ2Nois bigger than 2 because the
Q-function has then a value in the order of 10-2 and the squared of the Q-function
in the order of 10-4• Hence, then the probability of symbol error is

SER ~ ~Q (_d_)
2 J2No (B.19)

The second phase to derive the probability of symbol error as a function of EbiNo
for 64-QAM, is to find arelation between the symbol energy and the Euclidean
distance, d, between two adjacent points of the 64-QAM constellation diagram. The
energy of the i-th signal is given by (B.2) The Parseval equation from Fourier theory
is

i: f(t) . g(t)dt = i: F(f) . G*(f)df
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with F(f) and C(f) the Fourier transforms of f(t) and g(t) (15]. Consider an
orthonormal set {<pj(t)}, j = 1,2, ... , N and any two waveforms defined as

N

f(t) = L fj<pj(t) ,
j=1

N

g(t) = L gj<Pj(t).
j=1

Hence, they can be represented by the corresponding vectors

Then the relation between energy and inner product is obtained

/
00 /00 N N-00 f(t) . g(t)dt -00 f; ~ fJgl<Pj(t)<Pl(t)dt

N N /00
- L L fjgl <Pj(t)<Pl(t)dt

j=11=1 -00
N N

LLfJglbjl
j=11=1

N

LfJgj = f· g
j=1

In particular if g(t) = f( t)

(B.21)

(B.22)

(B.23)

(B.24)

(B.25)

(B.26)

Equation (B.26) states that the energy of f(t) normalized to an one ohm load
equals the square of the length of the corresponding vector f. Hence, the energy of
symbol Si is equal to the square of the length of the corresponding vector Sj in the
constellation diagram. This gives the average symbol energy

(B.27)
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with equally message probabilities. Formula (B.27) applied on the rectangular con
stellation diagram of the 64-QAM yields

2- [4(J2~d)2 + 4(J2~d)2 + 4(J2~d)2 + 4(J2~d)2+
64 2 2 2 2

8 ( (~d)2 + (~d)2) 2 + 8 ( (~d)2 + (~d)2 2 +
2 2 2 2

8 ( (~d)' + (~d)') \ 8 ( (%d)' + (~d)') \

8 ( (~d)' + (~d)') \ 8 ( (~d)' + (%d)' ']

672 d2 = 21 d2 •

64 2
(8.28)

Now the value of SER as function of the ratio of the bit energy to the noise power
spectral density, EbiNo, can be obtained. Since, every symbol exist of six bits the
energy per bit is

(B.29)

Hence, the symbol error probability as function of the ratio of the bit energy to the
noise power spectral density, EbiNo, is derived as follows.

Substituting (B.29) in (B.19) gives the symbol error probability as function of the
ratio of the bit energy to the noise power spectral density, EbiNo, the result is

(B.30)

Hence, the symbol error probability of 64-QAM, with a rectangular constellation
diagram, as a function of the SNRlbit is

7 ({f1Eb)SER~ -Q _0_.
2 21 No
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Appendix C

The derivation of the decision
region boundaries

P[m = in I r] this conditional probability is a-posteriori probability, this means the
probability of the symbols after they passed the channel also represented by P[~i Ir =
e]. The a-priori probability P[~i] is the probability of the symbols before they passed
the channel. Figure C.1 shows a communication system with its parameters.

Disturbance

m

Imd
IP(mil !

"m

Figure C.1: a communication system with its parameters.

The receiver makes a good guess to set in = mk if and only if

P[mk/r = e] > P[milr = e] ,i = 0, 1, ... , M - 1 i =I- k. (C.1)

P[mi Ir = e] can be rewritten with mixed Bayes rule [15]

P[mi] . P[r = elmi]
P[r = e]

P[mi] .Pr(elmi)
Pr(e)

(C.2)

Since, m = mi implies the event Q = ~i and vice versa
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P[mJ( = e] (C.3)

pr.(e) is independent of i, so the optimum receiver, on observing I = e, set m= mk

whenever the decision function

P[mi] . pr.(el~ = ~i) ,i = 0,1, ... , M - 1 (CA)

is maximum for i = k. This optimum receiver is called "a maximum a-posteriori
receiver (MAP)". A receiver that determines monly by maximizing

PI(el~ = ~i) ,i = 0,1, ... , M - 1 (C.5)

for all i, is called "a maximum likelihood receiver". Tt is obvious from (CA) and
(C.5) that the MAP receiver performs better than the ML receiver because the MAP
receiver takes the a-priori probability in account [15].

The received signal I = ~ + n, where n denotes a zero mean white Gaussian process.
Hence, (CA) can be rewritten

with I = P and ~ = Si. The signal ~ and the noise nare statistical independent, [15]- -

Pn(P - ~i, § = ~i)

Pn(~ = ~i)

Pn(P - ~i) . Pn(§ = ~i)
-

Pn(~ = ~i)

pn(e - ~i)' (C.7)

Hence, the decision function of (C.6) is therefore

The noise density function
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(G9)

is the density function of statistical independent, zero mean, Gaussian random vari
ables with variance (j2 and with N the number of vector components. This substitute
in (C.8) yields

IP- SiI 2

.P [mi] . e- - 2<72 , i = D, 1, ... , M - 1 (C.1D)

The optimum receiver sets in = mk if (C.lD) is maximum for i = k. The factor with
211" is discard because it is independent from i. To maximize (Co1D) the exponent of

(Gn)

has to be minimized, (GIl) is the rewritten version of (C.1D). Hence, maximizing
(C.1D) is equivalent to minimizing

(G12)

for all values of i. The term Ie - ~i12 is the square of the Euclidean distance between
the points eand ~i

N

Ie - ~i12 = L (Pj - Sij)2
j=l

(C.13)

If every symbol mi has equal a-priori probability then the optimum receiver sets
in = mk if and only if eis closer to point Sk than to any other possible signal. Hence,
with symbols mi with equal probabilities the boundary of a decision region is in the
middle of the Euclidean distance between two adjacent points in a constellation
diagram.

With an unequal a-priori probability the decision regions are modifiedo Two adjacent
points Si and Sj are separated by the Euclidean distance d and have unequal a-priori
probabilities P[mi] and P[mj]. Assume Si and Sj are in an one dimensional space
(N = 1) and there are no more symbols. If P[miJ = P[mj] then the boundary lies in
the middle of the Euclidean distance at ~. If P[mi] ;j:. P[mj] then it is obvious that
the boundary is moving towards the message with the lowest probability because
when the message that is received, exactly lies in the middle due to noise it is better
to decide for the message with the highest a-priori probabilityo

The distance between the decision boundary and Si and the distance between the
decision boundary and Sj can be calculated with
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(C.14)

Assume that the distance between the decision boundary and Si is A and the distance
between the decision boundary and Sj is B as showed by Figure C.2.

d

SIJ~:A------,.--T_B_isi
I

P[mll: P[mjl
I

decision
boundary

Figure C.2: The decision boundary of signals Si and Sj.

The decision boundary as given by (C.14) can be rewritten as

with

Ie - ~i12 - 20-21n(P[miJ)

Ie - ~i12

Ie - ~i12

Ie - Sjl2 - 20-2 1n(P[mjJ)

Ie - SJl2 - 20-2(ln(P[mjJ) -ln(P[miJ))

Ip-S'12-2~ (C.15)
- .1

(C.16)

The distance from Si to the decision boundary

and the distance from Sj to the decision boundary

le-Sjl =B

is the total distance d between Si and Sj Hence,

A+B=d
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and (C.17) and (C.18) substituted in (C.15) yields

(C.20)

Now the parameters A and B ean be given as function of .ó. and d

(C.2l)

It is obvious that the decision bound is shifted with ~ towards the signal with
the lowest a-priori probability P[mi]. These distanees are used to find the error
probability prE].

The error probability prE] is find immediately know the decision regions {Ii} are
determined. Onee a good signal is reeeived it belongs to the right decision region of
{Ii}' Henee,

P[Clmi]

(C.22)

if the signal is eontaminated with additive white Gaussian noise. In a one dimen
sional spaee, (C.22) ean be rewritten as

P[Clmi]

Henee, the eonditional error probability

(C.24)

and the eonditional probability of signal Sj

(C.25)

is determined.
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The overall probability

M-l

L P[E:lmd . P[mL]
1=0

Plm;] . Q (~ ~ ~) + P[m;] . Q (~ : ~ ) (C.26)

Hence, the decision boundary is exactly at the middle between two adjacent symbols
when the a-priori probabilities of the signals are equal ~ = 0, so as with the 64-QAM
constellation diagram.

If the a-priori probabilities of the signals are unequal, the decision boundary moves
towards the signal with the lowest probability. The size of the movement (~) is a
function of the Euclidean distance d, the variance (J2 and the ratio of the a-priori
probabilities given by (C.16).
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